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The Weekly Challenger
We Value

Diversity.

Coretta Scott King at the Legends Ball in Santa Barbara,
Calif., an award ceremony honoring women who have
paved the way in arts, entertainment and civil rights.

ATLANTA, Georgia
(AP) - Coretta Scott King is
mostly paralyzed on the
right side of her body and
faces a long, difficult recov
ery from a stroke, but she
managed to say
few
words
said.
Dr.

Friday,

a

her doctor

given the circumstances,"
she said.
The doctor said King
suffered small strokes in
April and on August 2.
After the second stroke,
King was unable to speak
for several hours and doc

tors put her on a blood thin

Maggie

Mermiri,

King's personal physician,
said that the 78-year-old
widow of Martin Luther
King Jr. is unable to walk
and has been mostly unable
to speak since the stroke
Tuesday in the left side of
her brain, which controls
speech functions.
"She said a few words
today. We're very encour
aged by that," the doctor
said.
Mermin said King
would be in Piedmont
Hospital for at least another
week and said, "I'm not cer
tain she'll have full recov
ery. ... We certainly hope
for that."
King, who was listed in
fair condition Friday, has
recognized all her visitors
and was working with
speech therapists to com
municate using pictures,
Mermin said.
"Physically, she's doing
beautifully,-and emotional
ly, I think she's doing well

ner in hopes of preventing

clots.
But Mermin said the
medicine could not dissolve
clots that were already
thiefe, and one of those
caused Tuesday's stroke.
Late Thursday, King's
four
children,
Martin
Luther III, Yolanda, Dexter,
and Bernice, spoke to
reporters for the first time
about their mother's condi
tion and said they expect
her to fully recover.
"We are completely
assured she will come to a
complete ’recovery," said
Yolanda King, the oldest
.child. "We believe this is a
cleverly disguised opportu
nity to grow."
Coretta Scott King
founded the Martin Luther
King Jr.
Center for
Nonviolent Social Change
in Atlanta after her hus
band's assassination in 1968
and has traveled widely to
help foster his dreams. The
couple married in 1953
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Jordan Elementary School an
Institution Worth Preserving

Noted educator, Emanuel Stewart

Jordan Elementary School
at 24th Street and Ninth
Avenue South, just two
blocks west of; historic
22nd Street was the begin
ning of improvement in
educational opportunities
mentary,. located at lOth
for black children. "Jordan
Street arid Third Ayenue
Elementary was a diamond
in this community," said
South.
There were no buses. Paul J. Barco, life-long res-'
Few parents had cars. ident and former student.
Today there is a buzz of
Children as young as 5excitement
years-old entering primer increasing
grade walked the long throughout the community
country miles, inclement due to visible progress of
weather notwithstanding. revitalization and econom
development
in
Overcrowding wasanaddi- ic
tional burden, another- Midtown. There exists
deterrent to quality educa long-standing community
tion.
concern and hopeful inter
The establishment of est in preserving certain
by Rosalie Peck
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG—
There was a time in the his
tory, of St. Petersburg when
the only school for black
children Was Davis Ele

landmarks dear to the
hearts of black citizens
who know and respect the
value of history.
Although Davis Ele
mentary, the first school for'
St. Petersburg's black chil
dren was demolished years
ago, Gibbs High School in
terms of its original form is
being replaced in magnifi
cent design and structure.
The fate of Jordan Elemen
tary continues to be pas
sionately discussed with
high hope that it will be
spared, designated as a his
toric site and restored to
usefulness because of the
significant difference it
made in the lives of so
many, who, during long
years of segregation had sp
little.
It is encouraging to
know that efforts are under
way to make the dream or
preservation a reality.
According to Rick D.
Smith, Economic Deve
lopment Coordinator, the
City has .retained the serv
ices of the architectural
firm of Renker Eichs Parks,
who are specialists in his
toric preservation projects
as well as school projects.
They will analyze the con
dition of the. building as
well as proposed uses over
the next few months. In
addition, they will facilitate
some public meetings with
the neighborhood and
interested parties to elicit

ideas on what uses are
appropriate for the build
ing.
That will likely occur
in the fall and early winter.
By March 2006, the. City
expects the firm to com
plete construction drawings
and begin the process of
getting building permit
approvals to - renovate the
building.
"I am happy that efforts
are being made to preserve
the school-," said Paul
Barco; "So much emphasis
is being made on the
restoration of the Man
hattan Casino, which I am
happy about, but we need
to put emphasis on some
place of education. And
Jordan Elementary School
is it. I can't go out now and
campaign for things like I
did when I was young; so I
am happy to hear that
efforts are being made to
preserve
Jordan
Ele
mentary School."
'Mr. Barco has fond
memories .of. his. first grade
teacher, Ms. Bimbo, at
Davis Elementary because
she stressed education.
He also recalls the dis
comfort and distractions of
overcrowded conditions.
He stated that during his
early youth, a group of citi
zens organized and present
ed the problems to the
School Board, requesting
that a school be built "In
the country," which meant

Historian and musician, Eloise Christian
west of 16th Street South. delivery truck, canvassed
They were told there was the city collecting signa
no money; to which the tures, drove to Clearwater
group insisted, "But we and presented the petition
to the School Board, asking
need a school out there!"
Eloise Christian, who that a school for black chil
grew up at 1760 13th Ave: dren be built on the far side
S., said that as a 5-year-old, of town; specifically, west
she walked to her primer
Of 16th Street. As a result,
she
said, officials came to
grade class at Davis
Elementary, a school ini St. Petersburg, located a
tially built for white chil small parcel of land,

Despite Shooting One over 71,
Woods Wins Fourth NEC

two shots behind Kenny
Perry after nine holes,
earned his fourth NEC
victory in seven years.
The world number one, who
led frOm the first round, card
ed a final-round 71 to finish
on six under, one better than
fellow American Chris
DiMarco.
It was Woods' 10th win in
20
World
Golf
Championships starts.
Ireland's Paul McGinley
claimed a share of third, while
England's Luke Donald and
David Howdll were tied for
sixth.
Woods struggled early in
his round, twice missing

three-foot par putts for pars, as
he slipped behind fellow
third-round leader and playing
partner Kenny Perry’
But Perry's game disinte
grated as .he reached the turn,
dropping five shots in six
holes from the ninth and he
never recovered,
* McGinley
recovered
superbly from a double bogey
at the 12th to briefly join
Woods and DiMarco at the
top of the leaderboard with a
birdie at the 16th.
“ Tiger is such a skilful
player no shot is impossible
said Paul McGinley,”
But disaster struck at the next
hole when he found trees from
the tee and dropped a shot.
The Irishman needed a
birdie at the 464-yard last to
keep his hopes alive but his.
40-foot chance foiled to drop
and he had to be content with
joint third.
McGinley, who had two
late bogeys to lose the BMW
Championship at Wentworth
in' May, said afterwards: "I
gave it away at the 12th - you
can't afford to do what I did but dug deep and rallied;
"Tiger, though, seems to

have a shot every time he hits
it in the trees; He makes some
great escapes and is such a
skilful player ho shot is
impossible."
Having gone in front with
a birdie at the 667-yard 16th,
Woods needed to par the last
two holes to get the better of
DiMarco, who he beat in a
play-off for the Masters earli
er this year.
Another play-off was a
possibility when his final
drive headed into the trees, but
he found a gap to the green
and was able to put aside his
earlier putting difficulties to
secure a fourth victory in
seven years at Firestone.
"I was just trying to get to
six under somehow. My real
istic chance was 16 and I was
able to take it," said Woods.”
"I've had that putt three or
four times and have missed it.
This time I threw it out a bit
wider. I thought I had over
done it but it started curling
and lipped in. It was sweet..
"I hit the ball beautifully,
but either good putts didn't go
in or I hit some atrocious ones.
"The course was playing
so tough, though, and I kept

leaving myself downhill
downwind putts."
Donald, after a disap
pointing third-round 74, came
back with a 67 on Sunday and
would have been joint third
alongside McGinley, world
number two Vijay Singh and
young American star Ryan
Palmer but for a closing
bogey.
Instead he slipped back to
three under with Howell, who
was playing in only his sec
ond event back from two
months out with a tom
abdominal muscle.
Colin Montgomerie and
Jose Maria Olazabal were
only one further back in a tie
for ninth, making five
Europeans in the top 12.
The victory was the 45th
of Woods' career and moved
him past Walter Hagen on the
all-time list Billy Casper is
the next man in his sights with
51 wins.
It was also the richest
payday in Woods' 10 years on
the PGA Tour. The $1.3m
winner’s cheque pushed him
over $8.5m for the season.

Historian and Civic Activist, Paul J. Barco

dren. She said her father,
Robert J. Swain, Sr., one of
the parents concerned
about distance and crowded
conditions
at
Davis,
worked for Weaver's Gro
cery.
Ms. Christian said her
father borrowed the store's

Health .....................................................15

cleared it of palmettos and
pine and in 1925 Jordan
Elementary School was
born, named after Elder
Jordan, a well-known local

Jordan
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bv Eugene Robinson
Washington Post - On
television, the tumult in
the Gaza Strip looks like
nothing less than a pogrom
— soldiers dragging Jews
out of their homes and
synagogues for immediate,
involuntary,
permanent
relocation. Does it matter
that the soldiers are
Jewish, too? Not to the
Jews being hauled away.
Does it matter that some of
the most vociferous pro
testers don't even live in
Gaza and are just there to
make a point? Not if you
remember all the Freedom
Riders of the civil rights
era who came from
Massachusetts or Mich
igan, not Mississippi.
What's happening in
Gaza is geopolitically and
historically correct, and
when seen from the proper
altitude — high enough that
individuals
blur
into
groups - it's morally cor
rect as well. I agree with a

MP

blame him, not the sol empathy — this land is
ours, although we have
diers. And they should.
They should also just arrived; you are
blame every one of the usurpers, although your
many Israeli politicians great-grandfathers turned
who used them like pawns this soil -- that it was
all those years and now are always precarious, a castle
forsaking them for the made of Gaza sand.
greater good. They should Imagine living amid such
blame the hawks who hatred and resentment that
encouraged them to move you have to sling a loaded
to the occupied territories Uzi over your shoulder to
as a way of staking a claim take your family to the
to Greater Israel. They beach.
But I've met such set
should blame the doves
who disingenuously all tlers, not in Gaza but on
owed them to stay in Gaza the Golan Heights, which
so that one day they could Israel took from Syria in
be used as a bargaining the 1967 Six-Day War.
chip.
There, smiling farmers
Yes,
they
should carried their Uzis when
blame Ariel Sharon and they, went to work in the
the other leaders who avocado orchards. They,
planted the dream in their too, were zealots, but they
minds, nurtured it, encour weren't monsters — they
aged it to take root and were just participants in
grow and blossom — and wfrat Sharon and others
then killed it. It was an told them was a grand
overzealous dream, a fool national project to redefine
ish dream, a dream so sin the nation's borders.
gle-minded and devoid of
I imagine what the

news from Gaza must look
like to the hundreds of
thousands of Jewish set
tlers on the West Bank,
men and women who
bought that same line.
Sharon reassures them that
their day of reckoning will
never come, but at this
point how can they possi
bly believe him?
I don't know; I've
never thought of myself as
the kind of person who's
weighed down by the bur
dens of history. But even
though I hold the view that
peace will never come to
the Middle East until Israel
leaves all the occupied ter
ritories, I'm still deeply
unsettled by seeing Jews
rousted from their homes
in what, let's face it, is an
act of ethnic cleansing.
Never mind that it's selfinflicted. I feel the same
unease when I see black
people being racially pro
filed by police, even when
the officers doing the pro

filing are themselves
black.
A >
friend
once
observed that for African
Americans and Jews, the
word "paranoid" has no
meaning. That's because
history proves that it's not
our imagination: They are
out to get us.
So can I recognize the
necessity, the inevitability
of the autopogrom in Gaza
without cheering its execu
tion? I guess I don't have a
choice, since that's what I
feel. I'm sorry for those
people, long misguided
and now betrayed. Some
may be religious fanatics
and
others
political
extremists, but their sugar
plum-fairy visions of
Greater Israel didn't just
pop into their heads.
Their political and
religious leaders put them
there. And now, as those
leaders do what they must,
they should feel the deep
est sorrow and shame.

The Watts Riots, Burned Into Memory

by Roger Wilkins
Washington Post —
Published weekly on Thursdays by
John McWhorter is right to
The Weekly Challenger
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and remember the Watts
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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(727) 896-2922
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succession of U.S. presi
dents that the Israeli settle
ments in Gaza and the
West Bank are a roadblock
to peace. I'm pleased that
the Palestinians are joy
ously reclaiming land that
was taken from them in
1967, and I hope this is a
step toward the viable Pa
lestinian
state
they
deserve. I believe the evac
uation makes Israel more
secure, not less.
In other words, I
adhere to the orthodox lib
eral position on the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. It's
not a great position, I real
ize, just far better than all
the others.
But I can't watch those
images from Gaza and
ignore the low-altitude
personal tragedy that's
unfolding. Histrionics and
political theater aside,
children are being turned
out of their homes. Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon told
the settlers they should

because of the miserable
conditions in the bleakest
ghettos of what was then
America's most glamorous
city, and he notes that "the
National Urban League had
rated Los Angeles the best
city in the nation for blacks
to live in." That might have
been true of Crenshaw or
other upscale black neigh
borhoods, but not of South
Central and Watts. In one
community meeting I
arranged for Collins and
two others I set up for
Clark, the bitterness and
anguish laced through the
testimony of poor neigh
borhood residents were
heart-rending and, when
they spoke of the city's neg
lect, just cause for indigna
tion.
The police were brutal;
there were no jobs any
where near the neighbor
hoods; public transporta
tion was unreliable and
inadequate; the schools
were atrocious; housing
was deteriorating; health
care facilities were far
away, limited and hard to
get to. And worst of all,
nobody cared enough to
come and listen to their
complaints.
One of the worst things
about our visit to the city
was the fact that important
Angelenos, who should
have known about the con
ditions in Watts, were seek
ing interviews with us

about conditions in their
own town. One of them was
the handsome, muscular
Otis Chandler, then pub
lisher of the Los Angeles
Times, who seemed help
less as he interviewed US' in
his richly appointed confer
ence room about the "real
conditions" people "down
there" faced. Another was
John Buggs, the black
executive director of the
Los
Angeles
Human
Relations
Commission,
who, while driving me to
Watts, confessed that he
had not visited the commu
nity in five years.
McWhorter wonders
why Los Angeles exploded
and not Birmingham,
where racism was raw.
Blacks in Los Angeles and
Birmingham had different
experiences. In Birming
ham > they could have
expected a quick and inten
tionally lethal response by
law enforcement authori
ties and their Klan-connected allies to any such upris
ing. People in Los Angeles
might reasonably have
expected billy-club brutali
ty from the police, but not
officially
sanctioned
administration of the death
penalty in the streets for
rioting and looting. By and
large, I think both judg
ments were right, although
Los Angeles turned out to
be more lethal than anyone
could have imagined.

Where I think Mc
Whorter really goes off the
tracks is in his analysis of
what caused the riots in the
first place. For him it was
an unholy stew of white
radicals and black masters
of agitprop who rejected
the "polite sleeve-tugging
and forms of nonviolent
protest" for the pose of
rebellious authenticity. (As
an aside from one who
grew up in the NAACP
connected
by
blood,
respect and affection to
such giants as Walter
White,
Roy
Wilkins,
Thurgood Marshall, Clar
ence Mitchell and Joe
Rauh, I find the phrase
"polite sleeve-tugging" to
be wrong, supercilious and
offensive.)
What McWhorter mi
sses is that the racial
upheavals in this country in
the '60s came loaded with a
heavy history. Many of the
participants had lived
through it; others had
absorbed knowledge car
ried by their parents and
grandparents of the soulshriveling cruelty of the
post-bellum rural South, of
the northward migration
during World War II when
defense jobs opened up, of
the physical brutality and
guile southerners used to
keep their labor force sub
missive and cheap. They
remembered the promised
cities full of good jobs, and

how many of them just
missed out as America
passed its industrial peak.
Finally, they surely under
stood the grim and fetid
realities of the northern
ghettos to which they were
consigned.
Their consciousness of
themselves could not just
have responded to white
radical opponents of the
Vietnam War or to the
drama of Stokely Car
michael and H. Rap Brown.
A 25-year-old in 1965
would have memories of
Jackie
Robinson,
the
Brown decision and the
violent southern opposition
to it, the Montgomery bus
boycott, the murders of
civil rights workers and
young innocents. And he or
she would surely have
heard at least some of the
words of Malcolm X.
From all of that they
could have gotten the sense
that through effort and sac
rifice, things were on the
ipove in almost every place
- except where they lived.
I agree with McWhorter
that the legacy of Watts is a
sad one, but! come to a dif
ferent conclusion. He
thinks the energy from that
explosion was appropriated
by radical reformers lobby
ing for changes in welfare
that ultimately destroyed
the moral fiber of poor peo
ple and led to the inner-city
desolation we experience

today.
I believe that while
there were both decent,
"fed lip" people and oppor
tunistic thugs and criminals
involved in the rioting, the
most important outcome of
Watts was that it frightened
the wits out of millions of
middle-class whites. They
fled the cities and city
schools and essentially
doomed prospects for
large-scale urban school
integration, while ensuring
the erosion of municipal
tax bases for a generation.
And Watts and the explo
sions that followed helped
fuel a conservative back
lash that undermined the
massive effort needed to
address the problems it
exposed.
The Watts legacy is not
about tinkering with wel
fare policy. As the Kemer
Commission warned us 2
1/2 years after the riots (a
warning soon to be all but
forgotten), the problem
comes from a place deep
inside the American soul.
The profound damage done
to unlucky blacks trapped
in poverty and to whites
trapped in indifference or
bigotry will still require an
enormous amount of. sus
tained American will and
decency to correct. That is
the real legacy of Watts..9
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Meet the City of St.
Petersburg’s Civilian Police
Review Committee
What members
have to say
about the
CPRC

Debra Bynum, Coordinator CPRC

ST. PETERSBURG—
Police accountability is
important to good commu
nity-police relations and is
the goal of the Civilian
Police Review Committee.
The committee was
established by St. Peters
burg’s City Council, in
November 1991, after resi
dents voiced concerns
about the police complaint
process., Ath the time it
was a closed system. The
public lacked access and
viewed the police as being
insensitive to their con
cerns. Citizens also con
tended that a system where
the recipients of complaints
also conducted the investi
gation of those complaints
was

tainted and

fostered

distrust.
City

officials

moved

the complaint ‘ cases to a
public forum where the
process is explained in the
hope that would foster trust
between the community
and the police force.
The Civilian Police
Review Committee reviews
cases after an internal
investigation by the St.
Petersburg Police Depart
ment in accordance with
Florida law. State Statutes
ban investigation of com
plaints against police offi
cers by civilians.
The committee deter
mines if the investigation
and findings were appropri
ate, and the accused fol
lowed department policy
and procedures. The com

mittee reviews administra
tive cases only and has
power to agree or disagree
with Police Department
findings. While the com
mittee can’t change the
decision in a case they can
make recommendations for
the future to improve poli
cies, procedures or opera
tions of the police depart
ment.
The committee has 23
residents from all areas of
the city, divided into three
subcommittees. Member
ship on the committee is
open to residents of St.
Petersburg, at least 18, who
do not hold political office,
work in law enforcement or
have a relative who works
at the police department.
jTJj§. committee reviews
complaint cases in Council
Chambers at City Hall,
located at 175 Fifth Street
North each first, second
and third Mondays of the
month at 5:30 p.m. It also
conducts a summary meet
ing of all the cases
reviewed each month at its
Full Committee meeting on
the fourth Monday of each
month at 7 p.m. The Full
Committee meeting is
broadcast, “live” over the
city’s government access
channels, WSPF 35 and
Cable Channel 15. If the
designated Monday falls on
a city holiday, no meeting
will occur.
The public is invited to
attend all meetings.

The (CPRC) is the
public's .assurance the
police
department
thoroughly investigates
all citizen complaints
against officers in
accordance with appli
cable police depart
ment and city direc
tives. Comprised of a
diverse representation
of the citizenry of the
City of St. Petersburg,
committee members
make a three-year voluntary - commit
ment to impartially
review both Bureau
Investigations
and
Internal Affairs cases.
Committee members
can also make recom
mendations to the
police department to
enhance procedures. It
is
imperative
the
Civilian Police Review
Committee continues
as a viable entity in the
City of St. Petersburg."

■©m—commit ee pro-

Silvia D. Bynes

vides an impartial,
independent review of
the
Police
De
partment’s investiga
tion of legitimate com
plaints.
Members
review and discuss the
cases and vote on
accuracy and fairness
of police investiga
tions. While we dis
cuss policy and how it
impacts the overall
community, the infor
mation is not as wide
spread to the public as
it should be.

Over the

many years, this com
mittee has initiated
many recommenda
tions that led to
changes in the quality
of police service. The
committee is very
effective in providing a
means of evaluating
complaints of alleged
abuses or improper
conduct of the Ponce
Department.
Faye Dowdell

Serving on die CPRC
has been one of my
more rewarding expe
riences. How officers
interact with citizens is
of utmost importance.
The committee has the
power to reflect to the
community negative or
positive interactions
the police department
is projecting.

Jamie Mayo

I control ray Oabetes so I’l be around
to see the next Jackra Robinson.
Controlling diabetes
makes a huge difference.
My £rnnddau$iter means the world
to me. So Fm controlling my
diabetes. That means f keep mv
blood sugar close to normal by
watching what 1 cat and walking
every day.. 1 always take my
medicine and rest my blood sn^ar,
With my diabetes under control,
I feel a lot better and have more
energy. Best of all. I’m going to
be around for my family... for my
friends... for life.

Call 1-800-438-5383 to learn more.
Or visit us at httpi//ndep.nih.gov
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A join! piogian,
of the National
institutes of
Health and the
Centets for
Disease Control
and Prevention.

District 6 Debate Gives
Voters First Glimpse of
Candidate’s Positions
by Tracie Reddick
Challenger Correspondent
ST. PETERSBURG Who will be the voice for
District 6 for the next four
years? St. Petersburg City
voters will decide who they
want to represent them on
the city council in the
upcoming election primary.
In the meantime, a
number of candidates have
stepped forward to cam
paign for the seat, which
pays an annual salary of
$24,758. It is currently held
by Earnest Williams, an
insurance salesman, who is
being challenged by four
other candidates: Dwight
“Chimurenga” Waller, pres
ident of the International
People’s Democratic Uhuru
Movement. Darden Rice, a
community organizer for
the Sierra Club. Cassandra
Jackson is a former board
member for the Pinellas
County Housing Authority.
Maria Scruggs-Weston, a
community activist.

Voters got their first to the area.
look at most of the candi
Newcomer Darden Rice
dates during a recent debate talked about her desire to
held in Midtown at the bridge the culture gap
Sanderlin Family Center between Midtown and the
Aug. 13. However, neither ' rest of the city. “I believe in
Jackson nor Williams were building up all neighbor
present, although Williams hoods in St. Petersburg,” she
sent a representative to said, adding it was time to
speak for him.
stop
talking
about
Williams had initially Midtown’s 100-plus page
angered some people, when strategic plan and start
he announced he planned to doing something about it. “I
run for both re-election to will bring every resource to
his council seat and the state bear to implement that
Legislature. He has since plan.”
dropped plans to run for the
Scruggs-Weston con
state seat.
cluded that given the talent
Williams’ representa in the race, the community
tive ticked off a list of will come out on top regard
accomplishments that cred less of who wins the District
ited him for just about every 6 race.
Midtown initiative that has
Still, Scruggs-Weston
taken place over the past urged residents to vote for
five years.
the candidate that has
Waller spoke passion “demonstrated experience
ately about his desire to and can talk about their
become a strong advocate track record in regard to
for Midtown residents and what they have done and not
would fight to bring more about what they plan to do.”
jobs and affordable housing

Jordan

most important role as a
starting point, a foundation
for many of us. Countless
former students of Jordan
Elementary School have
been and are, productive
citizens
of
society.
Countless others have been

from front page
entrepreneur.
Mr. Barco
said Jordan Elementary
was built too small for the
number of students in the
area. Three classes were
held in the upstairs hall
way, "My . third grade class
was one of them.
Most of the teachers
came from other, places
because St. Petersburg did
not have enough teachers to
staff, the school. Male
teachers were housed in the
basement.
Mrs. Banks was my
teacher. G.W. Perkins, who
became principal at Gibbs
High School was principal.
My fourth grade teacher
was his daughter^ Eloise
Perkins. My fifth grade
teacher was his wife,
Mamie Perkins. My sixth
grade teacher was Mrs.
Mariah Fisher.
To ease overcrowding
he said, a two-story stucco
building just west of Jordan
was used to accommodate
the
overflow.
Mrs.
Henrietta Dominis had a
classroom there. She taught
what today is known as
home economies. Classes
were also held in churches;
New Hope Baptist; Moore's
Chapel and Rev. Henry
Dandy's church. Space
continued to be an on
going problem. Parents.,
who could afford it, sent
their children to private
school, Fesenden Academy
in Ocala.".
Mr. Barco, like many
others, feels, as he said,
"Jordan Elementary School
should be preserved and
restored for what it did in
the olden days; giving so
many a basic education in
reading, writing and arith
metic. Jordan played a

Help Plant
Native Trees At
Boyd Hill
ST. PETERSBURG,
FL—Call for volunteers on
Saturday, Aug. 27 from 8
a.m. to noon to help plant
native trees at Boyd Hill
Nature Park.
The nature park is par
tially visible for motorists
or pedestrians on Dr. M. L.
K. Street South as they
pass the shores of Lake
Maggiore, which adjoins
Midtown in south St.
Petersburg.
The 245-acre park fea
tures more than three miles
of trails and boardwalks
that lead visitors through
hardwood hammocks, sand
pine scrub, pine flatwoods,
willow
marsh
and
lakeshore and is part of the
Great Florida Birding Trail.
An aviary is home to many
permanently injured birds
of prey.
Participants for the tree
planting should meet at the
Lake Maggiore Enviro
nmental Education Center
at Boyd Hill, 1101 Country
Club Way S. The tree
planting, which will coyer
several acres of the uplands
section of the popular
nature park, is part of a
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and are highly successful

individuals in every profes
sional field of endeavor.”
Ms. Christian remem

bers Mr. Selmore, principal
and strict disciplinarian;
and Ms. Gussie Whittaker,
her first grade teacher at
Davis Elementary. She
attended third grade classes
at New Hope Baptist
Church; sixth, seventh and
part of eighth grade at
Jordan, completing eighth
grade (back to Davis) due
to overcrowding at Jordan.
By then she said, Mr.
Samuel Reed was princi
pal. She indicated that her
fifth grade teacher, Mrs.
Corrine Young, was a
favorite teacher because
she had a master's degree
and could teach any sub
ject. ‘
She said Gibbs High
School, like Davis; was
also built for white stu
dents, but unlike Davis,
was never used to that end.
The two-story structure
surrounded by woods and
water had no home eco
nomics room, no library or
science building, only a
building of classrooms.
The building stood
empty from the time it was
constructed several years
earlier until made available
to black students in 1927.
Ms. Christian said Mr.
Reed,
new
to
St.
Petersburg, upon learning
of the existence of the
school; on his own, went to
Clearwater and petitioned
the School Board on behalf
of St. Petersburg's black

I

First grade class at Jordan Elementary. Teacher standing, Inez Heard.
students and served as prin
cipal the first year; fol
lowed by Noah Griffin; fol
lowed by G.W. Perkins,
who retired in 1946. Ms.
Christian Graduated from
Gibbs High in 1932.
, About the future of
Jordan Elementary, Ms.
Christian said, "I enjoyed
going to school. My father
loved that school. I loved
the convenience of going to
school in one's own neigh
borhood. I loved the safety
and convehience of being
near home. I loved the
good teachers and Mr.
Perkins, the principal. He
was ,a caring person, who
took the time to instruct
young boys on how to
become worthwhile men.
He took no foolishness. He
was a beloved father figure
to many young boys. I feel
good that efforts are being
made to save the school.
Perhaps to be used as a his
torical library. Let it stay.
Let young people know
what previous generations
had."
Emanuel Stewart has
fond memories of Jordan
Elementary where he
served as principal from

1951 to 1957. "At Jordan,",
he said, "In addition to
book learning, we exposed
our students to higher edu
cational opportunities."
"Many cultural advan
tages were offered and
emphasized," Mr. Stewart
said.
"There were plays;
music, operettas, creative
dancing, elaborate May
Day exercises and a school
newspaper,
Jordan's
Mirror, which in addition
to school news contained a
perfect attendance list. We
continued the selection of
Miss Jordan Elementary
contests; and one year, I
recall that Harriett Davis,
daughter of Harold and
Sally Davis was crowned
Miss Jordan Elementary
and rode on a float in the
Gibbs High School home
coming parade. Such activ
ities helped to build self
esteem, pride, school loyal
ty and a sense of the finer
things of life. It also taught
rules of competition," he
said.
"Jordan Elementary is
the second oldest educa
tional institution existing in
our community. It is impor

Control your
diatxites.

a

long-term habitat restora
tion program featuring
plants and trees indigenous
to the area. Lunch and
drinks will be provided.
Please bring shovels and
gloves. See a variety of
birdlife including hawks,
ospreys and songbirds on a
serene morning stroll on
Saturday, Sept. 3 at 8 a.m.
at Boyd Hill. Admission is
free.
The Lake Maggiore
Environmental Education
Center at Boyd Hill pro
vides interpretive program
ming on a variety of envi
ronmental and natural his
tory topics, a gift shop, and
the "The Ripple Effect," a
dramatic new exhibit that
showcases Boyd Hill's dis
tinct ecosystems.
Using a series of diora
mas and displays, the
exhibit features special
interactive panels that
show that every action has
an equal or greater reaction
ip our environment - like
the ripples caused by a
raindrop onto still water.
For more information,
call 727-893-7326 for
more information:

Please Support Our Paper by
Patronizing Our Advertisers

tant that history be pre
served; memories saved
and good use of the build
ing be made because so
many people who are par
ents, grandparents and
great grandparents got their
educational start there.
Jordan Elementary School
laid the foundation for
appreciation for education
and for the finer things of
life for so many; and for
these reasons, should be
preserved," Stewart said.

To Place An
Ad In The
uwv
ch^bBer
NewsHaper,
CalMb at
(727) S96.
2922 Today!
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Upcoming City Events in
Midtown and Adjoining Areas
• Aug. 27 - WILD
FLOWER WALK. Boyd
Hill Nature Park, 1101
Country Club Way S.
10:30 a.m. Fourth Saturday
monthly. Discover many
varieties of native plants
and wildflowers. Admis
sion is $2 for adults, $1 for
children 3 to 16, children
under 3 are free. 727-8937326.
• Sept. - LIBRARY
CARD
SIGN-UP
MONTH. James Weldon
Johnson Branch Library,
1059 18th Ave. S. Sign up
for cards, there and at all
six city libraries. 727-8937113.
• Sept. 2 - GET
DOWN TOWN / First
Friday. Street party on
Central Avenue from 2nd
to 3rd Streets 5:30 p.m. to
10 p.m. on First Friday
monthly. Free, live music,
band to be announced.
727-871-4811.
• Sept. 3 to 5 - ARTWALK AT BAYWALK.

121 2nd Ave. N.E. Sat. &
Mon. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.;
Sun. noon to 6 p.m. Art &
fine crafts, music, food,
free admission. T-N-T
Events, 352-546-2322.
• Sept. 4 - DRUM
LINE LIVE EXTRAVA
GANZA
OF
THE
BANDS:
"BETHUNE
COOKMAN VS. TUSKE
GEE
UNIVERSITY."
Tropicana Field, One
Tropicana Dr. Step show
starts at 1:30 p.m., band
show starts at 4 p.m. 205283-9796 or irtfo@drumlinelive.com;
• Sept. 9 & 10 - FALL
BOOK SALE.
South
Branch Library, 2300 Roy
Hanna Drive S. (aka 62nd
Ave. S.) 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Come out for great bar
gains! 727-893-7244'
• Sept. 9 to 11 - RAYS
vs. TOR. Tropicana Field.
888-FAN-RAYS
Or
www.devilrays.com
• Sept. 10 - Monthly
GALLERY WALK. Ex

tended evening hours at
participating
galleries
throughout
downtown,
5:30 to 9 p.m. See and ac
quire some of the area's fi
nest art; meet gallery own
ers and artists. Downtown
Arts Association, 727-8216767 or www.stpetearts
.com
• Sept. 13 to 15 RAYS vs. NYY. Tropicana
Field. 888-FAN-RAYS or
www.devilrays.coni
• Sept. 17 - CRIME
PREVENTION RUN &
FESTIVAL
IN
THE
PARK. Campbell Park,
601 14th St. S., 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Pinellas County Ur
ban League's annual 3.5
mile fun run to raise com
munity
awareness
of
"Black-on-Black" crime
and promote value of crime
prevention. Festival with
free food, beverages and
entertainment. Free. 727327-2081.

St. Petersburg Pediatrics

St. Petersburg Free
Clinic Partnership
With The Neighborly
Pharmacy Helps
Patients Save
ST. PETERSBURG Volunteer physicians at the
St. Petersburg Free Clinic
generally prescribe generic
medications that help con
trol or improve health
problems.
Maintaining
good health also depends
on diet, exercise, manag
ing stress and minimizing
negative habits.
The Free Clinic will
FAX your generic pre
scriptions to The Neigh
borly Pharmacy so that
they will be ready for you
to pick up. The clinic will
pay for those medications.
The program works
like this.
You will give your
generic prescription to The
Neighborly Pharmacy, at
the
Sunshine
Senior
Center, and can pick up
your medication at no cost
to you. They are located at
330 5th St. N. and are open
Monday through Friday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m-.
If you will be taking a
brand name medication

that is available "free or
low cost" from a pharma
ceutical company’s Patient
Assistance Program, the
Free Clinic will ask you to
complete an application,
supply documentation and
in some cases provide a
small required fee. If your
prescription includes a
refill, you will call The
Neighborly Pharmacy at
(727) 892-5781.
As always, do not wait
until you are totally out of
medication to call in a
refill or to come in and see
a doctor for a new pre
scription.
The St. Petersburg
Free Clinic is located at
2335 22nd Ave. S. behind
the Sanderlin Community
Center, telephone number
(727) 327-0333. Use the
Sanderlin Center driveway
and go to the rear of the
property. By bus Route 23
stops in front of Sanderlin,
transfer at Williams Park
to Route 32 or walk three
blocks to the Sunshine
Center.

SEVILLE
2818 - 54th Ave'. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
PH: 727.8.67.5788 • FX: 727.867.3255
Mon.-Fri. 8-7 • Sat. & Sun. 9-12

<OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
i

Silver Star Social Club
N

WE ACCEPT ALL INSURANCE AND MEDICAID
SPANISH-SPEAKING DOCTORS AVAILABLE.
_________________________
NORTHSIDE
2137 - 16th St. N.

St. Ftetersbuig, FL 33704

DISSTON

SEMINOLE

SOUTHSIDE

3515 - 49th St. N.

10875 Park Blvd., Suite G

•1012 - 4th St. S.

St. Ftetersbuig FL 33710

Seminole, FL 33772

St Ftetersbuig, FL 33701

PH 727.822.1896

PH: 727.528.6900

PH: 727.392.8033

PH: 727894-2231

FX: 727.821.0932

FX: 727.526.0753

FX: 727.392.9578

FX: 727.895-8602

PINELLAS PARK

LARGO

LARGO - II

.6100 Rark Blvd.

3475 East Bay Dr

12955 Seminole Blvd;, Suite 3

Pinellas-Fterk, FL 33781.

Largo,. FL 33771

Largo, FL 33778

PH: 727.544.5437

PH: 727.535.9700

PH: 727.586.5355

FX: 727.547.7961

FX 727.539.7301

FX: 727.586.6997
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Bib Raffle Giveaway &
Pre - Labor Day Dance
August 27th, 8 P.M. • At The VFW POST
49fh Street & 16th Avenue South • St.
Petersburg, Florida

Music by the Legendary One C.J. The D.J.
For more information, call President
Mary Parker - 821-5192 or see any
member for details
Thank You For Your Continued Support

Sunday Afternoon
Family Fun at The Pier
Each Sunday afternoon from 1-4 p.m.,
The Pier entertains guests with a
different character from Fritzy Bros. One Man
Circus. You never know what you will expect
from these entertaining characters .. . and you
can enjoy FREE face painting by Heather
Flower, face painter extraordinaire!
When: August 28, 2005
at the St. Petersburg Pier

PICK OF THE

'3

WEEK!
3-16-21

Survey Says: Our High
Schools Need Improvement!
Alliance for Excellent Education Releases Fitu z'/zg.v q/ National Poll
on High Schools
WASHINGTON, D.C. ernor of West Virginia,
- The first comprehensive "policymakers need to
survey of opinion on high know that their con
schools, since President stituents consider high
Bush announced new ini school reform a pressing
tiatives earlier this year to issue that must be dealt
improve education, re with now."
Most survey partici
vealed a public that wants
more urgency to improve pants agreed that it was
critical for the nation to
high schools.
The findings of the have good public schools.
national survey conducted All demographic groups
by Alliance for Excellent ranked improving high
Education and released schools as the most impor
Aug. 24 are conclusive; tant priority for education-'
the American public sees al reform from kinder
problems
with
high garten to college.
Respondents indicated
schools and they over
whelmingly want gover it was critical to increase
nors, members of Con the number of high school
gress, and the President to students that graduate pre
pay more attention to pared for college and good
them. In fact, for the first jobs for the U.S. to main
time, the public feels more tain a strong society and
urgency to improve high competitive position in a
schools than elementary global economy.
education.
African American re
In Florida, only 59 spondents, in particular,
percent of students gradu indicated that the need for
ate from high school with high school reform was
in four years of entering urgent, with . 94 percent
ninth grade, Were the stale calling it very or extremely
to reduce the number of Urgent; 81 percent of
dropouts by 50 percent, it whites and 82 percent of
could' realize a gain of Hispanics agreed with this
$317 million in higher assessment.
wages,
There were many im
In contrast to Florida, portant findings from the
in many urban schools survey.
across the country, the per
A majority believed
centage of kids who drop that investing in elemen
out is closer to 50 percent. tary school improvement,
Hispanic and African while important, doesn’t
American children are at always lead to high school
particularly high risk, but success. They also said the
there are students in almost nation’s literacy rate is
every secondary school in abysmal, and improving it
the country who read sig is the key to improving
nificantly below grade other' areas of student
level and who are therefore achievement.
more likely to leave school
As for the importance
without a diploma than are of a high school diploma,
their peers.
the majority felt that too
"If this dismal situa many students drop out
tion is to change," said without one, and they and
Bob Wise, president of the the nation suffer as a
Alliance for Excellent result. However, they also
Education and former gov- felt that it is hot too late to

Want

help poorly performing
students when they reach
their high school years.
Moreover, that receiving a
high school diploma does
not necessarily mean that
graduates are prepared for
the challenges of college
or workplace training.
Investing in high
school improvement is so
important that participants
said they would be willing
to pay more in taxes to
support effective reform
efforts.
"This poll is impor
tant," Wise said, "because
it clearly states that for the
first time, Americans clear
ly state that high schools
should be a top priority for
our federal and state offi
cials, as well as for busi
ness and community lead
ers. The poll also shows
that simply improving
grade school is not
enough; the commitment
must be made and main-;
tained at every level"
Lake Snell
Perry
Mermin/Decision
Re
search conducted the poll
of 1,200 individuals across
the nation in mid-August
2005. The Alliance for
Excellent Education is a
Washington-based policy,
research and advocacy
organization that works to
make every child a gradu
ate, prepared for postsec
ondary education and suc
cess' in life. The Leeds
Family, the Bill and
Melinda Gates Founda
tion, Carnegie* Corporation
of New York, the Daniels
Fund and the New York
Community Trust, as well
as concerned individuals
fund it.
For more information
about the Alliance for Ex
cellent Education, please
visit: www.all4ed.org
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS
THE ART OF
LIVIN'

by Norman E. Jones II
(727)895-4126

Devil Rays Salute
Negro Leaguers
HIP-St. Petersburg,
FL-Last Wednesday (Aug.
18) prior to the Tampa
Bay Devil Ray's contest
against the New York
Yankees, several former
Negro Major League
(NML) players were intro
duced to over 20,000
baseball fans at Tropicana
Field. The occasion was
the team's annual salute to
the former league that
offered players of color an
avenue to play the game
on a professional level.
Bob Mitchell, Dirk
Gibbsons and Billy Felder
were among the halfdozen former players
acknowledged before the
game began.
Mitchell, a Tampa res

them to keep them alive in

ident was a teammate of

our memories and to edu

Most of these players did
not receive the recognition
they deserve in their life
time and we owe it to

Tampa Community
Leader Receives
Dorothy Richardson Award

Top Ladies of Distinction
Clearwater Beach, FL
- Nestled off the West
Coast of Florida, on the
sunny shores and blue
waters of Sand Key, The
Tampa Bay West Central
Florida Chapter of Top
Ladies of Distinction, Inc.
hosted its Annual Retreat
at the renowned Sheraton
Sand Key Resort. -The 3day event (Aug. 5-7,)
symbolized the culmina
tion of the group’s fiscal
year of services to youth
and adults, and was
appropriately
themed
"Bridging the Gap Across
the Bay to Provide 21st
Century Leadership".
* Top
Ladies
of
Distinction, Inc. (TLOD)
is a national humanitarian
and professional organi
zation with over 100
chapters located through
out’the United States and
Jamaica. The Chapter
encompasses the bay
areas of Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Clearwater,

Brandon, Riverview, and
Valrico. The organization
is in its 41 st year of exis
tence, and continues to
pursue broad objectives
collectively and individu
ally through five major
program thrusts:
Top
Teens
of
America;
Enhancing the Status of
Women; Enhancing the
Lives of Senior Citizens;
Community
Beauti
fication; and Community
Partnerships.
Both Ladies and
Lords were in attendance
at the Retreat with each
having their own unique
program agenda. Newly
elected President, Lady
Naomi Nesbitt, led the
charge for the Ladies with
an agenda that included
Meditation
and
Re
flection, Health & Well
ness Seminars, Dynamic
Speakers, Plenary Se
ssions, Program Work
shops, and Chapter Ca
maraderie.

The Lords program
included Golf, Program
Planning, and Fun in the
Sun. In attendance at the
Retreat were: Lord Jesse
and Lady Naomi Nesbitt;
Lord Amers and Lady
Selma Ayers; Lord James
and Lady Theresa Goss;
Lord Phillip and Lady
Annette Faison; Lord
Junius and Lady. Feme
Moore; Lord James and
Lady. Dawnette Frazer;
Lady Alma Singletary;
Lady Devonne Hunter;
Lady Christine Frazer,
Lade Jean Miller, and
Lady Florine Walker. The
Retreat was indeed mem
orable; and, ended on a
tropical note with a
Hawaiian Luau where
Lords and Ladies dressed
in Hawaiian attire, and
enjoyed an array of
Polynesian foods, island
music and folklore, and a
special birthday celebra
tion for Lord Amers.
Aloha. . .TLOD

Lake Vista Skate Park
Grand Opening

Rays All Star outfield
er, Carl Crawford
holds his Cool Papa
Bell Trophy.

the famed Satchel Paige. cate our children about
He is known throughout their exploits and accom
the nation for his crusade plishments. We are proud
for major league baseball to be able to honor them
to compensate former by helping to bring the
players of the NML for story of their lives to com
their disservice to the munities around America
players - because of base this baseball season"
Players such as Paige,
ball’s infamous color line
prior to Jackie Robinson. Larry Doby, Josh Gibson
His letter writing cam and Buck O'Neal played
paign of nearly 10 years an important part in the
Baseball
has developed a meaning American
ful dialogue between History. Their likeness’ baseball’s commissioner, and that of other former
Allan (Bud) Segil and the players and owners of
NML - are on display in
U.S. Congress.
Rays All-star outfield the traveling exhibit. The
er, Carl Crawford, was mobile museum features
presented the Cook Papa historic photos, uniforms
Bell Award for greatness and other memorabilia of
during the opening cere the original 24 Negro
monies. Bell was one of Major League Baseball
the most exciting players teams. It chronicles a time
in the NML. "It is always when African American
good to be recognized in players were not permitted
your profession," said to play in the major league
Crawford. "This award is so they developed a league
very special to me because of their own!
The
exhibit
was
of the history it carries.”
by
Negro
As part of the tribute, organized
Roadway Express brought League Baseball Museum.
its traveling Negro League Founded in 1990, the
Museum to the parking lot museum is housed near
of Tropicana Field. I'm the corner of the famed
sure the spirit of the l8th and Vine comer in
exhibit of the former great Kansas City, Missouri.
players of the Negro base The museum is charged
ball leagues felt the joy of with preserving the histo
being on the land that ry and heritage of Negro
once housed an All Negro Major League. The muse
population in this city. um’s building was built to
This area nourished many accommodate the several
baseball players who interactive exhibits, multidreamed of playing in the media displays, photo
graphs and artifacts dating
major leagues someday.
“The Negro League’s back to the 1800s.
NEXT WEEK’S TO
story is one of unexpected •
innovation, inspirational PIC: Local Negro Comm
Service
Or
tenacity and a legendary unity
ganization
turns
103
years
lineage,” said Bob Stull,
president of Roadway old.
Norman E. Jones can be
Express. "It is a unique
reached by email at normanand powerful narrative jones@aol.com.
that deserves to be shared.

St. Petersburg, Fla. Join the community in
opening the latest hot spot
for youth. St. Petersburg’s
Lake Vista Skate Park
grand opening event is on
Saturday,, August 27,
Noon to 4:00 p.m., 1401
62nd Ave. S. The official
ribbon cutting is at 1 p.m.
Grand opening activities

include: free skate admit
tance on the 8,400 sq. ft.
plaza style street course;
best trick contest with 2
divisions,
$150 cash
prizes for each; over $700
in product given to
skaters; demos and con
cessions. A variety of
steps and rails give skaters
and BMX bikers Of all

Office

Audition Call for
WBTT (Westcoast
Black Theatre
Troupe)
SARASOTA, FL—The
WBTT is seeking actors,
singers and dancers for its
2005-2006 season. Season
shows are NOBODY, The
Bert Williams
Story;
Langston Hughes' BLACK
NATIVITY; Duke Elling
ton's Sophisticated
LADIES; DREAMGIRLS;
WILBERFORCE. Previous
acting experience is pre
ferred but not required.
Needed are: 1 Ca
ucasian character actor in
20's - 30's, African-Ameri
can men in 20's - 40's
African-American women
in 20's - 40's, Dancers and
singers from ages 16 ,- 30's,
all races for DREAMGIRLS, BLACK NATIVI
TY & SOPHISTICATED
LADIES Young boys (aged
10-16) to play roles in
Langston Hughes' BLACK
NATIVITY Young girls
(aged 10-16) to play roles
in
Langston
Hughes'
BLACK NATIVITY 1

ages'and abilities a chal
lenging opportunity. A
waiver release must be
signed to participate and
helmets and safety gear
must be worn. Anyone
under 18 must have parent
or legal guardian sign the
consent form. For more
information call 727-8925060.

TAMPA—Evangeline
Best is one of eight com
munity leaders from
around the nation honored
by Neighbor Works Am
erica with the Dorothy
Richardson Award, which
recognizes individuals for
their exemplary dedica
tion and commitment to
community building and
transforming
people’s
lives. An awards ceremo
ny honoring this year’s
leaders was held Aug., 23
in Washington, D.C.
Best is a familiar face
in East Tampa. For 36
years, she has served in
the community as a social
worker. She is the current
chair of the East Tampa
NOW
(Neighborhood
Organization
Works.).
She also chairs the
Community
Advisory
Board for the CDC of
Tampa, Inc. is a member
of the NeighborWorks®
network, providing aff
ordable housing, financial
fitness and economic
development opportuni
ties to residents of modest
means.
While most everyone
in the community knows
Best, she says this nation
al recognition caught her
off guard.
"I kept asking God
why this is happening to
me," she said. "He said,
"The timing is right:
you’ve done good work.’"
Bests work has to
uched virtually every
aspect of community life

in Tampa. Through her
unmatched
knowledge
and contacts., she has
formed partnerships that
impact local issues such
as health care, senior care,
education , your econom
ic
development
and
affordable housing, with
such an active involve
ment, it was easy for her
to gamer national atten
tion.
"These
are
local
heroes whose work has
national
importance,"
says NeighborWorks®
America CEO Ken Wade.
"Community organizers
like these eight are revital
izing communities all
over the country, restoring
the housing stock, work
ing with youth, the elderly
and young families. It is
particularly
important
today that they are help
ing to create affordable
housing a t a time when
families are devoting
more and more of their
income to safe, decent
housing," Wade said.
But, of course, the
people who know Best are
not surprised by this
award. "We are proud of
Evangeline," said Chloe
Coney, executive director
of CDC of Tampa. "But
for NeighborWorks® to
acknowledge her with the
Dorothy
Richardson
Award is one of the great
est honors. We are so
excited that she was
selected. She has given so
much."

And Best shows no
signs of slowing down.
She-will continue to work
in East Tampa, with the
CDC for as long as it
takes to see her shared
community goals real
ized.
"I volunteer because I
just believe in what
they’re doing," Best said.
The Dorothy Richard
son Award was created in
1991 to celebrate neigh
borhood leaders in com
munities throughout the
U.S. who foster relation
ships with private and
public-sector organiza
tions, while motivating
activism in their fellow
residents to improve their
neighborhoods.
NeighborWorks® Am
erica provides financial
support, technical assis
tance and training for
more than 235 community
development organiza
tions working in more
than' 2,700 urban, subur
ban and rural American
communities to revitalize
their communities and
transform lives. Over the
last five years, they have
generated in excess of
$8.5 billion in reinvest
ment and helped 500,000
families of modest means
purchase or improve their
homes.
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young African-American
actress (aged 15 -17) for
role in WILBERFORCE.
Local auditions for the
'05-06 season will be held
Sept. 10 and IL Adults &
Children Actors Saturday,
Sept. 10, 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Dancers
and
Singers
Sunday, Sept. 11,6 p.m. to
9 p.m. At the BACKLOT
Theatre, 2208 Industrial
Park Dr., Sarasota, FL.
Actors should prepare
two contrasting mono
logues, not to exceed three
minutes total.
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Stacey Copeland @ 941447-7055.
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Jazz Is
Alive And Well!
The good news is
‘Jazz is Alive & Well’,
right here in the City of St.
Petersburg. That statement
alone is music to the ears
of jazz fans. However, as
I’ve said many, many
times in this column, our
music cannot survive if we
don’t support it. Yes, you
read correctly... I said
“Our music!” For those of
you who missed reading
this’ column, just a few
months ago, ‘The History
of Jazz - Part I’, JAZZ is
America’s only original art
form. An art form created,
mostly by African Americans to the level that
it’s at today. Need I say
more? many of our
nation’s cities, during the
last ten or so years, espe
cially in the Inner City,
jazz clubs have come and
gone by the wayside.
Surely, you jazz fans can
remember, when there was
a time, when jazz clubs
ruled the world, as far as
the music of the day was
concerned.
Since relocating from
New Jersey, a couple of
years ago, I’ve heard many
stories
about
St.
Petersburg during it’s hey
day
of
jazz.
The
‘Manhattan Casino’ and
other such clubs here and
around the Tampa Bay
area were jumpin’ and
jivin’ on weekends. Folks
would come out on week
ends and holidays to listen
to great jazz in the compa
ny of friends and family.
Not so today.
We don’t see the same
number of people coming
out to support the clubs
and the music as we did
back in the day. However,
I’m for changing the scene
back to the way it used to
be, and giving my support
to jazz and the jazz clubs.
How about .YOU! Let’s not
have another ‘Hampton
House of Jazz’ tragedy. A
fine jazz club we lost, due
to the lack of community
support.
In an effort to spread
the word about ‘JAZZ’,
this column will begin to
include more information
about where you’ll find
good jazz being played, in
and around St. Petersburg,
and who’s playing it.
As always, jazz
club, concert reviews and
jazz musician profiles will
continue, in addition to

some
‘Jazz
History’
thrown in every once in
awhile. Your Comments
about the content of this
column or about jazz in
general are welcomed; the
more comments the better.
As jazz fans, our focus
should be on the preserva
tion of jazz music and jazz
clubs.
This doesn’t mean we
have to get out every
weekend to a jazz club.
What it does mean, how
ever, is that we try to get
out... may be once a month
or once every other month,
while at the same time
spreading the word Of jaz2
to our friends/ family and
acquaintances. If we start
working' towards preserv
ing jazz and the jazz clubs,
before you know it, jazz
will once again reign as
the music of the day, arid it
will once again take its
rightful position, at the
top, in the hierarchy of
music.
A few of the jazz hap
penings around town dur
ing the remainder of
August and into Sep
tember are fairly plentiful.
Right now, at the Jaeb
Theater in the Tampa Bay
Performing Arts Center
running until Sept. 25 is
the musical ‘SATCHMO’
(The Life and Times of
Louis Armstrong).
While, downtown St.
Petersburg at Dino’s Jazz
and Piano Bar and Grille
on Mondays, you can usu
ally catch a local jazz
group playing. And, just
around the corner at The
Garden, Buster Coopers’
Quartet • plays on Fridays
and Saturdays. Also, on
Moridays don’t forget local
alto jazz saxophonist
Henry Ashwood, Jr.’s jam
session at the Ringside
Cafe, in North St.
Petersburg. Lately, Ashwood’s been drawing a big
crowd of both fans and
jazz musicians. If you’ve
never been to a jam ses
sion, you now have the
opportunity. At the same
venue on Wednesdays,
Hiram Hazley’s popular
band ‘Fencewalk’ is play1 ing. This is a band that
plays a little bit of every
thing funky.
Over in Clearwater on
this Friday and Saturday at
Bracci’s
Italian
Re
staurant, dynamic tenor
saxophonist Jeremy Carter

2005

and swinging keyboardist
Kevin Wilder are playing.
If you want to hear some
great jazz by two of the
best instrumentalists in the
area, make sure to get out
and see them. Starting in
September, you’ll be able
to catch Jeremy doing his
musical thing at The Fox
in Tampa. Check him out!
For those of you who
read this column last
week, flautist extraordi
naire Jose’ Valentino will
be playing on Sept. 2 at the
First Friday Block Party,
Central Avenue, downtown
St. Pete. This 17-year-old
jazz musician is a real phe
nomenon and a must to
hear. Take your lawn chair
on downtown‘and be pre
pared for entertained by
someone who is well
beyond his years in music.
I guarantee. You won’t be
disappointed.
It gets even better on
the local jazz scene, when
on Sept. 15, at the
Palladium Theater, down
town St. Petersburg, the
‘Side Door Cabaret Jam
Session’ series continues.
Jazz fans begin the even
ing with a great buffet
meal in the Stavros Great
Room.
Next,
Henry
Ashwood, Jr. leads his
swinging jazz quartet to
entertain you in concert.
Then, Tampa poet Arbra
Tawwab brings: you added
entertainment with ■ her
special delivery of ‘Life
Experience’ poetry. Then,
believe it or not, a great
Jam Session with many
jazz vocalists and musi
cians from the Tampa Bay
area taking part closes out
the evening, What more
can you ask for?
We swing back over to
Tampa on Sept. 18, where
we have' the Renaissance
Center for the Arts pre
senting the Renaissance
Jazz Ensemble. At this
concert, you’ll hear an
array of infectious original
jazz and Latin jazz sounds
featuring legendary Don
Capone on drums. At the
same venue, on Oct. 23,
the fantastic jazz and blues
.vocalist Rose Bilal and
Friends will be appearing.
They say if a great wine
gets better with age, then
Tampa jazz scene icon
Bilal is a jazz connois
seur’s first choice;
Finally, mark your cal
endar for Oct. 23. The Al
Downing Tampa Bay Jazz
Association, Inc. , will
honor saxophonist Ernie
Calhoun during a fundrais
ing concert at St. Peter’s
Cathedral, downtown St.
Pete. There will be more
information about this trib
ute in future columns8
66-0085.
***

Students To Hold Orientation to
Swat Out Youth Tobacco Use

A Special Tribute
And Congratulations
To Ayeasha Garner
Morgan

“My heart is full of
joy, and I am very proud of
you.
Ayeasha,
always
remember, if you keep
God first in all that you do,
He will see you all the way
to the stars!”.
Love always,
Your Father, Kent
Morgan, Sr.

Royal Theatre to
Host Public
Reception for New
Exhibit
ST. PETERSBURG—

from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. This

The Royal Theatrei will

exhibit will be displayed
from Sept. 2 through Sept.

host a reception, open to
the public, to introduce
their
Art
Endeavors
Exhibition. Save the date
of Sept. 2 for the reception

23 at 1011 22nd Ave. S, ,.
contact Mr. Murhphy.

at

(727) 327-6556 for more
information.

St. Petersburg Police
Department Needs
Officers
ST. PETERSBURG—
The St. Petersburg Police
Department is recruiting
officers. 100 percent spon
sorship available, excellent

hats, messenger bags, arm
bands and notebooks.
Space is limited. Ad
vanced registration and
adult permission is re
quired. The event is free to
youth in middle school and
high school, and co-spon
sored by the Juvenile Wel
fare Board and Steps to a
Healthier Florida-Pinellas
County. For. registration
forms and more informa
tion, call 727-824-6947.
The mission of the
Pinellas County Health
Department is to promote,
protect and improve the
health and safety of resi
dents and visitors through
public and private commu
nity efforts.

Orlando Ballet Presents The
Nutcracker In Tampa

Ayeasha Garner Morgan
Phil. 4:13 - “I can do
all things through Christ
Jesus, who strengthens
me:’*
ST. PETERSBURG God bless you, Ayeasha,
for a job well done for
receiving your Masters
degree from the University
of South Florida on Aug.
13, 2005;

Florida Youth Tobacco
Survey, middle school
smoking rates have de
clined 57 percent and high
school rates have declined
37 percent since 1998.
Students attending the
orientation will learn about
the history of SWAT and
truth, how to start SWAT
chapters at their schools
and participate in a street
marketing activity. After
lunch, the students will
brainstorm ideas for the
next Pinellas County
SWAT commercial, and
everyone in attendance
will be eligible to be in the
commercial. There will
also be lots of free SWAT
gear, including t-shirts,

PINELLAS COUNTY
Students
Working
Against Tobacco (SWAT)
will hold its annual orien
tation on Saturday, Sept.
10 at the Sirata Beach
Resort and Conference
Center, 5300 Gulf Blvd.,
St. Pete Beach, from 9:30
a.m. to 3 p.m.
SWAT is the youth-led
organization that teaches
other youth about the
manipulation and market
ing efforts of the tobacco
industry. Developers of the
original truth marketing
campaign, the group has a
proven record of accom
plishment of reducing
youth smoking.
According the 2004

pay & benefits, education
incentives and more. Call
Sgt. Mazyck at (727) 5513405.

TAMPA - Orlando
Ballet Artistic Director
Fernando .Bujones has
announced Orlando Bal
let’s 32nd season presenta
tion of this Holiday Classic
for the first time in Tampa
at the Tampa Bay Per
forming Arts Center. This
production will be note
worthy for its exciting cho
reography,. as created by
Mr. Bujones, and for its
premiere presentation in
Tampa, Florida. "During.
our Upcoming 2005-2006
Season; Orlando Ballet has
a number of firsts. One of
the most exciting is bring
ing the Ballet’s beloved

unique choreography and
entertaining programs out
side of Orlando," said
Bujones, "Including The
Nutcracker in this effort is
a natural."
Orlando Ballet has
toured regularly through
out the State of Florida, but
not to Tampa in recent
years. Performing at the
Tampa Bay Performing
Arts Center will be an
exciting new endeavor for
the Ballet. One of few fully
professional productions
of this beloved classic in
the Southeast, Tampa audi
ences will be captivated by
Fernando Bujones’. en

the

chanting rendition, brought

Carol Morsani Hall in
Tampa. Orlando Ballet
plans to broaden its scope
and outreach by presenting
extraordinary
dancing,

to life by the skill and ath
leticism of the unparalleled
Orlando Ballet profession
al ballet dancers.
The Nutcracker will be

Holiday

classic

to

Deadline

danced to the full Tchai
kovsky score and will in
clude; in addition to the
Ballet’s 28 professional
dancers, over ballet 50 bal
let students auditioned
from both Tampa and
Orlando. Specific perform
ance times are listed below,
THE NUTCRACKER
• Wednesday, Decem
ber 21, 2005 at 7:30pm
• Thursday, December
22,' 2005 at 7:30 pin
• Friday, December 23,
2005 at 8 pm
Tampa Bay Perform
ing Arts Center - Carol
Morsani Hall
For ticket information
on The Nutcracker in
Tampa, please contact the
Tampa Bay Performing
Arts Center at 813-2221016.
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Cruise 3,4,5,7 Night Cruise or Longer
Call today for best rates (727) 867-1333
Book your next Family Reunion at Sea.

Is
4 P.M,
Monday

R. Pauline Jennings - Leisure Travel Specialist
Email: travel@ paulinejennings.com

Your Hospice

oYb,
(Mum
When They’re Needed Most

Jazz fans - do you
have any feedback? 1
would like to hear from
YOU! Mail your letters to
Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o
The Weekly Challenger,
2500 ML King St. S., St.
Petersburg, FL 33705.

We have a long way to go.

So let us

hasten

road of

human

along

the

road,

tenderness

and

the

generosity.

Groping, we may find one another's
hands in the dark.
- Emily Green Balch
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continues

THIS & THAT

by Mabel Cooper

(823-6092)
HOME AGAIN
Jay Thompson of 15 th
Avenue South is resting
easy .these hot sizzling
days after spending three
weeks with her daughter,
Deloris Lee and nine
grandchildren, in Crystal
Lake, Connecticut.
The
family spent time fishing,
shopping, sightseeing, and
visiting other relatives.
They also attended area
churches where the service
was always uplifting and
rewarding. Jay is a long
time member of Bethel
Community
Baptist
Church. She traveled to
Crystal Lake on Delta
Airlines.
***
EDWARDS TRAVEL
TO REUNION
For the past 25 years,
bay area George and Ada
Edwards have been gather
ing in cities all over the
USA for the Edwards’
Family Reunion. In July,
George and Ada motored
to Memphis for a more

including
the
Motel
Lorraine where
Rev.
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
was assassinated.
Immediately following
Sunday morning services
at New Jerusalem Bhptist
Church, where George
Edwards’ nephew Rufus
Johnson is pastor, the fam
ily held a banquet at world
class entertainer; Isaac
Hayes cozy restaurant.
Black and white piano
keys covered the floor of
the facility.
Monday
morning all enjoyed a
farewell fish fry breakfast
and said their good-byes
until next year.
***
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
Mrs. Addle Williams,
who turned 94 years young
on Aug. 24th.
***

WHAT MAKES A
GOOD CHURCH
If ajl the lazy folk would
get up
And all the sleeping folk
Would Wake up
And all the discouraged

relaxed style 26th reunion.

Extended family member
Ernestine Thomas of Ft.
Lauderdale accompanied
them on the trip.
The families bedded
down in the Best Western
Motel of Memphis. "We
occupied most of the
fourth floor and it was very
inspiring to have all of us
together, said one family
member."
<
Following Friday’s get
acquainted bash at the
hotel, -Saturday morning
was quiet time.
After
breakfast, a chartered bus
took everyone to a casino
in Biloxi, Mississippi. The
trip back to Memphis was
very scenic, packed with
history. The Family visit
ed many historic locations,'

I

folk would cheer up
And all the gossiping folk
would shut up
And all the estranged folk
would make up
And all the dishonest folk
would confess up
And all the depressed folk
would look, up
And all the disgusted folk
would sweeten up
And all the luke-warm
folk would fizz up
And all the satisfied folk .
would show Up
And all the true soldiers
would stand up
And all the leading folk
would live up
And all the vowing folk
would pay . up
We would have a good
church.

40 MILLION
drivers

I
I

■ TRUST STATE FARM.
Personal service and competitive rates are why more
people trust State farm' for car insurance titan the next
three companies combined. Contact me today.
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Earnest Williams Ins Agty Inc
I

Earnest Williams. Agent
616 4th Street North

St Petersburg. FL 33701
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LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR, STATE EARM IS THERE.
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Jones-Tarver "No Excuses"
Match 3 Set for Times Forum
TAMPA - Jones-Tar
ver, Tarver-Jones... their
names stand linked to one
another in boxing lore..
They-first met in the ring as
thirteen-year-olds at the
Sunshine State Games in
Gainesville, FL., and both
went on to become Olym
pic Medalists.
As
professionals,
Jones became one of the
most decorated champions
in boxing history while
Tarver fought his way to
the top to become world
light heavyweight champi
on. But for Tarver to be
known as the best and to be
part of history, he had to
beat Roy Jones
Jones-Tarver I, on Nov.
8, 2003 ended in a Jones
win by decision. The
rematch took place on May
15,2004 and Tarver shock
ed the world when he
knocked out Roy Jones; Jr.
in round two. On Oct. 1,
2005, Tarver and Jones
will settle the score, and

this time there will be "No
Excuses."
The match will broad
cast live on pay-per-view
television, for those who
can’t find tickets.
Tarver vs. Jones 3 is
presented by Joe DeGuardia’s Star boxing and
square Ring, Inc. The fight
is scheduled for the St.
Peter Times Forum in
Tampa. To check ticket
prices and availability, call
Ticketmaster at (813) 2878844 or (727) 898-2100 or
log onto www.ticketmastef.com.
"We are thrilled about
the fact that in the first cou
ple of hours we’have sold
over 5,000 tickets," said
DeGuarida, the president
and CEO of Star Boxing.
"The excitement in Tampa
is unbelievable. The appeal
of Tarver and Jones can be
seen right now outside the
building where fans are
waiting in line to buy tick
ets. It shows the anticipa-

tion among fans to be part
of history and great trilo
gy-"
"Square Ring is so ex
cited about the fan re
sponse to this terrific
match-up," said represen
tative Brad Jacobs. "The
combination of having a
fight of legendary propor
tions with two great ath
letes and having the fight
take place in both fighters
home state has proven to
be a winning combina
tion."
"We are proud to host
an event of this magnitude.
This is not only great for
the St. Pete times Forum,
but for Tampa Bay and the
state of Florida," said Sean
Henry, the executive vice
president of the St, Pete
Times Forum and the
Tampa Bay Lightning, "the
velocity at which tickets
are selling speaks volumes
about boxing and its future
in the Bay area."

Nominate Someone
Deserving for Senior of the
Year Award
TAMPA BAY - Every
one knows someone a spe
cial senior citizen who has
donated their money or
time, been involved in their
community as a mentor to
others, or as an advocate to
those who needed some
one on their side, or simply
an everyday hero;

Now is your time to
introduce that special indi
vidual you know to the rest
of the community, while

letting that individual
know how appreciated
they are..
Seniors in Service of
Tampa Bay, Inc. is accept
ing nominations for Senior
Citizen of the year in six
categories. The individuals
nominated must still be; 60.
years of age or older as of
July 1, 2005. They must
still be active in the com
munities of Hillsborough,
Pinellas or Polk counties.

The
nomination
should be no more than
two pages, typed or print
ed, and submitted with the
form printed below. Use a
separate form for each
nominee.
Nominations
must be postmarked by
Friday, Sept; 16; 2005. An
independent committee
will judge nominations to
select the winners; Win
ners will be notified in
October.

Senior Citizen of the Year Nomination Form

Seniors in Service of Tampa Bay, Inc.
CATEGORIES (Check one):
_ Lifetime Achievement Award for a person who has made significant contribu
tions to the community over a period of many years.
_ Philanthropy Award for a person who has made or been responsible for sig
nificant monetary, contributions that have, impacted the community.
_ Advocate for the Elderly Award for a person who promotes issues that greatly
affect older adults.
_ Mentor Award for a person who hais been a special supporter or advisor to the
nominator, such as an educator, a business associate, a friend of a grandparent.
_ Volunteer Service Award for a person who makes outstanding contributions to
the community through volunteer service. In this category, one person will be
recognized from each of Hillsborough, Pinellas and Polk counties.
_ Good Neighbor Award for that "everyday hero" who performs acts of kindness
for others.
THREE EASY WAYS TO SUBMIT BY SEPTEMBER 16, 2005:
1) Apply online at www.seniprsinservice.org (coming soon)
2) Send an email to mwhitcomb@seniorsinservice.org to Seniors in Service,
Awards Committee, (no attachments)
3) Staple the nomination to this form and mail to 1306 W. Sligh Ave,, Tampa,
FL, 33604.
.
FOR MORE INFO go to www.seniorsinservice.org, or call Melanie Whitcomb
at (813) 9.32-5228.
SAVE THE DATE! November 3,2005 for the Awards Luncheon at Higgins Hall,
11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Nominee (Please Print or Type): Nominated By (Please Print or Type):
Name: _______ ______________________ ;___________
Address:________________________ ___ ___________ _
Phone: _____________ ,__________________________ _
Email: _______________________________________
Age:_____________ or_____ Don’t know but is over 60:
How did you hear about us?_____________ __ ____________________________
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It’s Alive!
Guavaween 2005! Event
Of The Year
(Ybor City - Tampa, FI) It's Alive! Guavaween
2005 and Family FunFest
take over the Ybor City
Historic
District
on
Saturday, October 29th
beginning at 10 a.m. for
Tampa
Bay's
best
Halloween Celebration!
Adult festivities take place
following the family activ
ities at 3 p.m. Costumed
revelers are welcome and
encouraged to participate
in some serious Halloween
thrills and chills!
The party with a pur
pose is easy to get to.
Advance tickets, multiple
gate locations and bus Parade
shuttle service to and from Join Mama Guava as she
the party are all available - leads her costumed revel
visit www.cc-events.org ers: down 7th Avenue in
for more information! their annual Stumble. The
Guavaween is a fundraiser Parade is the perfect place
for the Ybor City Chamber to exhibit your cynicism
of Commerce - be sure to and creativity, as it is
visit all of the fine shops, judged based on originali
restaurants, bars, clubs, ty! First place wins $1,000
galleries and .theatres that CASH!
make Ybor City great!
'Features Costumes'
Guavaween Features the Costume Contest present
following exciting activi ed
by
Bud
Select
ties for adults of all ages!
Halloween is all about cos
'Guava Love It!' Cook tumes and this is the cos
ing Contest Guavaween tume contest of the year
kicks off the evening with where you can win $2,000
an' overindulgence of CASH for having the best
Guavas in the 'Guava Love one - can you. stand up to
It-!' Cooking Contest. The the competition?
Live Entertainment on
contest is open to everyone
so get involved! The first Multiple Stages Guava
multiple
place winner receives $500 ween offers
CASH plus a gift basket stages of national and local
full of exciting Ybor City entertainment in a variety
of formats - rock, urban,
offerings!
dance and more!
• Mama Guava Stumble
Halloween is for chil-

dren, so Guavaween offers
Tampa Bay's BEST family
Halloween celebration for
children of all ages -'
Guavaween Family Fun
Fest! The district comes
alive with family Hallo
ween fun from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., before the night of
costumed revelry begins,
Guavaween
Family
FunFest features the fol
lowing exciting activities
for children of all ages! •
• Live Entertainment
• Safe Trick-or-Treat
Spooky Story Time
• Guavaween Scavenger
Hunt
• .Children's Costume Pa
rade & Contest
Mark your calendars!
Saturday, October 29,
2005
is
the
BEST
Halloween party in Tampa
Bay and you Won't want to
miss- this year's exciting

festivities! It's Alive Guavaween. 2005!

Glazer Family Foundation to
Replace $10,000 Stolen From
Youth Football League
TAMPA BAY - The
Glazer Family Foundation
announced Aug. 24 that
they will present the
Tampa Bay Youth Football
League with a check for
$10,000 before the presea
son game versus the Hous
ton Texans on Thursday,
Sept. 1.
The Glazer Family is
providing the league with
the money in order to
replace funds that were
stolen from the concession
area af the Skyway Com-

plex where the youth
league holds games. The
money from concessions is
generally used to provide
youth football players with
jerseys and other equip
ment.
"The Glazer Family
Foundation is honored to
be able to provide assis
tance to the Tampa Bay
Youth Football League in
their time of need. Youth
football is very important
to the Buccaneers and our
family, as it plays such an

integral role in developing
not only young athletes but
young leaders as well,"
said Edward Glazer, Presi
dent, Glazer Family Foun
dation.
Representatives from
the Glazer Family Founda
tion will present the check
to the Tampa Bay Youth
Football League on the 50yard line at approximately
7:20 p.m.. on Thursday, just
prior- to kickoff of the
Buccaneers
preseason
game against the Texans.

Human Cadaver Exhibit
Breaks Tampa Museum
Records
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) __
More than- 12,000 people
came to the Museum of
Science and Industry in the
first four,days of a contro
versial exhibit featuring
preserved human cadavers
and body parts, shattering
previous attendance rec
ords.
Museum officials said
"BODIES, the Exhibi
tion," showcasing human
bodies preserved and
posed so visitors can see
their inner workings, broke
records set in December
2003 when artifacts from
the Titanic were displayed.
A one-day attendance
record was broken Satur
day when 5,917 people

saw the corpse exhibit, sur
passing the 3,500 that
came to see the display
about the sunken, ocean
liner its best day, the muse
um said.
The 20 cadavers and
260 other body parts are
preserved with a process
that replaces human tissue
with silicone rubber. Skin
is removed, exposing the
rest _ muscles, bones,
organs, tendons, blood
vessels and brains.
The exhibit came un
der fire from a state regula
tory board whose members
were uncomfortable that
no permission was ob
tained from the deceased
or their families to display

the bodies in the museum.
The bodies are those of
Chinese people and were
unclaimed or identified
before being turned over a
Chinese medical school
that performed the "plastination."
Museum officials and
promoters defied the Ana
tomical Board's decision to
prohibit the exhibit; even
opening it two days early.
The board then dropped its
effort to stop the show.
Planners say they hope
the exhibit will lead to a
better understanding of the
human body and motivate
people to take better care
of themselves.
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STATE NEWS
Attorney: Merck Failed to Warn
Customers of Vioxx Dangers

Prepare A Family
Disaster Plan Now
ORLANDO, Fla —A
well thought-out plan of
action for you and your
family can go a long way
toward reducing the dam
age from hurricanes and
any other type of disaster
that could strike? With
hurricane season upon us,
preparing your family dis
aster plan is the first step.
Household emergency
plans should be kept sim
ple and easy to remember.
• An information link to
the outside is crucial.
Keep a battery-operat
ed radio and extra bat
teries on hand and
make sure family mem
bers know where the
radio is kept.
• Post emergency num
bers
(fire,
police,
ambulance) by the
phone. Teach children
how to call 911 for
help.
• Teach responsible fam
ily members how to
turn off the utilities in
your home.
• Identify family meeting
places outside your
neighborhood in case
you are separated and
be sure everyone is
clear about these loca
tions.
• Develop an emergency
communication plan.
Ask an out-of-state rel
ative or friend to serve
as the family's contact.
Make sure everyone
knows the telephone
number of this contact.
• Plan and be familiar
with escape routes in

case you need to evacu
ate your neighborhood.
• Be sure to include pets
in your family disaster
plan. Pets are usually
not allowed at public
shelters.
• Consider investing in,
an inexpensive Na
tional Oceanic and
Atmospheric Admin
istration Weather Radio
and set it on the
Specific Area Message
Encoding frequency
for your area.
Actions to Take Before a

Hurricane
It is becoming more
difficult to evacuate peo
ple from densely populat
ed areas. Roads are easily
overcrowded, particularly
during summer tourist
season. The problem is
compounded by the com
placency of people who
do not understand the
awesome power of severe
storms. Complacency and
delayed action could
result in needless loss of
life and damage to proper
ty and could endanger the
lives of first responders.
Before a Hurricane
Strikes*
• Plan a safe evacuation
route and identify safe
shelter space within
your area. Those in
storm surge zones, in.
•flood zones, or in less
than standard housing
should be especially
vigilant in preparing
disaster plans. Contact
your local emergency
management office or
American Red Cross
chapter and ask for the
Community prepared
ness plan.
• Have disaster supplies
on hand, including:
• Flashlight,
portable
battery-operated radio
and extra batteries
• First-aid kit
• Emergency food and
water (including a non
electric can opener)
• Essential medicines
• Cash and credit cards
• Sturdy

shoes arid
change of clothing

a

• Copies of important
papers (bank state
ments,
insurance
records, deeds, etc.)
• Review the family dis
aster plan regularly.
• Protect your home
(roof, windows, doors,
etc.) and trim dead
branches from trees.
• Check into flood insur
ance.
Homeowners’
policies do not cover
damage from flooding
that often accompanies
hurricanes. Call your
local insurance agent

or the National Flood
Insurance Program at
800-427-4661.
When a Hurricane Watch
or Warning Is Issued
• Listen to hurricane
progress
reports.
Follow instructions if
ordered to evacuate.
• Check your emergency
supplies. Store drink
ing water in clean bath
tubs, jugs, bottles and
cooking utensils.
• Bring in outdoor
objects such as lawn
furniture, toys and gar
den tools;
anchor
objects that cannot be
brought inside but that
could be wind-tossed.
• Secure your home by
installing
hurricane
shutters or precut ply
wood.
• Turn the refrigerator
and freezer to the cold
est settings if not
instructed by officials
to turn off utilities;
• Fuel your car; Review
evacuation routes and
gather your disaster,
supply kit.
• Store valuables .and
personal papers in a
waterproof container.
If Evacuation Is
Necessary
• If officials order evacu
ation, leave as soon as
possible. Avoid flooded
roads and watch for
washed-out bridges;
• Secure your . home.
Unplug appliances and
turn off electricity and
the main water valve. If
time permits, elevate
furniture to protect it
from flooding or move
it to a higher floor.
• Take your pre-assem
bled emergency sup
plies arid warm, protec
tive clothing.
For more information
visit
www.ready.gov
online or call 800-BEREADY (800-237-3239);
or go to www.floridadisaster.org.

by Ron Word
Associated Press Writer
JACKSONVILLE,
Fla. (AP) - Two months
after a 41-yfear-old Orange
Park man died from a
heart attack suffered while
playing basketball, his
widow is suing Merck &
Co. saying.it is responsi
ble by failing to disclose
the
dangers
of
its
painkiller Vioxx.
Monday's lawsuit in
Duval County Circuit
Court by the widow of
Hector Raices is one of
about-20 Vioxx suits now
filed by Jacksonville attor
ney Norwood "Woody"
Wilner and comes on the
heels of Friday's jury ver
dict in Texas that awarded
$253.3 million to ri
woman whose husband
died of a heart arrhythmia
after taking the drug.
Merck said it will appeal
the Texas verdict.
About 4,100 national
Vioxx-related
lawsuits
have been filed, including
an unknown number in

Florida.
Vioxx
was
recalled in September by
Merck in response to con
cerns the medication
could cause heart attacks
and strokes.
Toni Marie Raices
said her husband was vis
iting his son in Paterson,
N.J., when he collapsed
while playing basketball.
He had been taking Vioxx
for arthritis pain.
"My husband and I
didn't know how danger
ous this drug was," she
said. "I still cry every
night. I lost my best
friend."
Wilner also said his
office is reviewing several
hundred additional cases
involving deaths and
injuries, which may be
attributed to Vioxx..
Wilner, who won. a
landmark $750,000 ver
dict against cigarette
maker
Brown
&
Williamson in 1996 in the
case of , former smoker
Grady Carter, said the
issues are similar to the

case against Merck.
"Merck, like the
tobacco companies, failed
to listen to its own scien
tists. They failed to inform
the public. They adver
tised the drug as if it was
safe and it turned out it
caused heart attacks and
killed people," Wilner said
at a news conference.
Wilner did not say
how i much money Toni
Raices was seeking. The
lawsuit seeks more than
$15,000, the minimum
required to file the case in
Circuit Court.
"Merck ... will- be
called up to defend its
actions and we are confi
dent that they will be
found to have violated the
public trust here in
Jacksonville, the way they
were in Texas."
Calls to Merck's New
Jersey' headquarters seek
ing .comment were not
immediately returned.

Failure Was Not An Option:
Tuskegee Airmen Look Back on
Life in a Segregated Military
.The airmen never lost a
by Travis Reed
Associated Press Writer
plane under escort to
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) enemy fighters, developing
- Even though they were such a reputation that some
treated like second-class German pilots stopped pur
citizens as black pilots in a . suing American planessegregated military during they knew would be escort
World War II, the Tuskegee ed by the scrappy airmen.
Airmen proved their mettle
Sixty years later, few
are still alive. About 80 air
in the skies.

gfita
■

men are gathering in
Orlando this week for-the
group's 34th annual con
vention, which unites the
decorated soldiers with
each other and younger
black military pilots for a
week, of story-swapping
and revelry.
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Attorney general, FPL
agree on rate freeze

Attorney General Charlie Crist pleased to help those
on fixed incomes.

TALLAHASSEE, Fla.
(AP) - Florida Power &
Light will freeze rates for
four years under an agree
ment reached Monday
with Attorney General
Charlie Crist, the AARP
and other groups that
planned to challenge a
proposed increase.
FPL had been seeking
a $430 million a year
increase in base rates,
which the company said
was needed to meet the
power needs of one of the
fastest growing states in
the nation. The settlement,
which will need approval
from regulators, could still
allow FPL to recoup some
costs of building an addi
tional plant power.
Crist, the AARP, the

for consumers in electric
rate cases, had all opposed
the rate hike as excessive.
The average FPL residen
tial customer would have
seen rates go up by $3 to
$4 a month starting next
year.
As part of the deal,
opponents have agreed not
to challenge FPL's recov
ery of money spent
responding to three of last
year's hurricanes. FPL
customers are already see
ing those charges on their
bills.
The agreement does
not affect an effort by FPL
to pass onto customers
part of the high fuel costs
the company is paying.

Florida Retail Federation

and the Office of Public
Counsel, which advocates
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ST. PETE

LEADERSHIP ST. PETE 2006
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE
PURPOSE
Leadership St. Pete is a program designed to develop and enhance leader
ship by providing the means for men and women from diverse back

grounds to assume active roles in meeting community needs.

PROGRAM AND COMMITMENT
The St. Petersburg Area Chamber of Commerce is committed to building
a foundation of informed and action-oriented citizens. Leadership St’

“All progress is precarious, and the
solution of one problem brings us face
to face with another problem.”
- Dr Martin Luther, King, Jr.

Make a splash this summer at Florida’s
great new luxury golf resort and spa.

Pete is a comprehensive six-month series of seminars, retreats and field

trips led by experienced community leaders and professionals.

HOW
The application process for Leadership St. Pete includes written essays

and personal interviews with the LSP Planning Committee.

WHEN
Application forms are due October 7, 2005 and

available from the Chamber or on the Chamber website

THIY'RE BACK!
FISH TACOS!!
CRISPV FISH, LETTUCE, SALSA,
CHEESE, ALL WRAPPED
IN A SOFT TORTILLA,
ONLY $2.99 . . . MUV BUENO!!!

vlkh. 4 tiuopcan-Myk spauud Splash Rate
wcryojit
$130
will be able to get ui on rite
per ittgltt*
fan. P!»s. enjoy our 85t>-faot bxy rivet located

in out

J 4* rr leisurr/tetteatton area. Wliat's

motr.tlie location of Ute Omni Orlando Resort at

local attraction.- both
easy to escape To mate a

ClwmptotisGarc makes
eary to jet to anti

summer splash please call l-SOft-THF OMM or

visit www.oinniottodortsott.com. Promotion

400 ; 49th St South
■St. Petersburg, FL

TUITION: $1,100.00 (Scholarship monies are available)

For more information contact Rita Wesley
Telephone: 727-821-4069 Fax: 727-895-6326

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD

Email: rwesley@stpete.com Website: www.stpete.com

MARKET A RESTAURANT
.WHERE THE LOCALS BUY . .

327- 8309
328- 8309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday ... Gone Fishin'
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

code: 5?USH.

Omni SOrjanix) Resort
AT CHAMPIONSGATE
Surprisingly Sensible.-

C XMW
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NATIONAL NEWS
New Herbal Solution
Helps AfricanAmerican Smokers
Quit
Los Angeles, CA According to the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, over 5.7
million African-Americans
regularly smoke cigarettes.
Every year, about
45,000 of these Black
smokers die from a smok
ing-related disease. It's no
secret that smoking is a
fatal habit, but many strug
gle to quit because of the
addiction.
A lot of smokers have
tried various methods to
quit, but complain about the
withdrawal symptoms such as insomnia, tension,
irritability, weight gain,
nervousness, and fatigue.
Afro-Quit (www.afroquit.com) is a new program

launched to give smokers a
100% herbal solution to
quit smoking without the
withdrawal symptoms.
The program offers an
all-natural
proprietary
blend of herbs combined
into a single product called
NicoCure.
While the program tar
gets African-Americans, it
CAN be used by anyone of
any ethnicity. The product
is NOT like BiDil - a new
heart medicine designed
solely
for
AfricanAmericans.
For more details, inter
ested ones can visit:
www.afroquit.com

African-American
Expert Leads Credit
Union Effort To
Youth
Alcoa, TN -Blount
United Community Credit
Union in Tennessee is "on
it's way!" This non-profit
organization will aid lowincome participants in
escaping poverty through
the acquisition of assets that
contribute to net worth.
Research has shown
that individuals and fami
lies with assets (net worth)
are more likely to survive in
tough times and not fall into
the poverty trap
Criss Browning, Di
rector of Credit Union
Development at the Tenn
essee Credit Union League,
will speak on the matter at a
town meeting Monday,
August 22nd at Maryville
College, Maryville TN.

In addition, Wendell
Bandy of BlountUnited will
give a presentation on
Individual Development
Accounts or Youth Re
tirement Primers, modeled
on President Bush's plan to
offer SSI: Private Invest
ment Accounts.
The idea is for youth
accounts to be established
from ages 15-18 then
closed with $2,000 to
$4,000 dollars, then invest
ed for 47 to 50 years in a
modeled Thrift Savings
Plan L (Lifecycle) Fund.
The presentation will heav
ily emphasize the value of
saving early and long-term.

First Black Of The Louisiana State
University Board Of Supervisors Dead
NEW ORLEANS (AP) _
Clarence L. Barney, the
first black to serve as
chairman of the Lo
uisiana State University
board of supervisors,
has died at the age of 70.
Barney, who died
August 18,2005 at a hos
pital of pulmonary fibro
sis, was also the longtime
head of the Urban League
of Greater New Orleans
and
served' on
the
Superdome Commission.

He was born in New
Orleans and lived in
Paulina and later eastern
New Orleans for many
years. In recent years, he
was president of C. Lyle
Barney Consulting Inc.
Barney
graduated
from Southern University
in Baton Rouge and
served in the Army. After
working as a teacher and
a football coach in
Vacherie, Barney joined
the Urban League in 1964

as director of community
service and rose to the
organization's top post in
1967.
Aside from a year of
leave to complete a mas
ter's degree in social
work at Tulane universi
ty, he was head of the
New Orleans chapter of
the Urban League until
his retirement in 1996.
In 1969, the Orleans
Parish School Board
appointed Barney to

study racial disturbances
in high schools. About
the same time, he worked
with
the
Social
Apostolate to integrate
Orleans Parish parochial
schools.
Survivors include his
wife, Marie Porter Ba
rney, two sons and a br
other.
Funeral arrangements
were pen
ding.

No Conclusion Autopsy Unable to
Pinpoint Herrion's Cause of Death

Thomas Herrion was
noticeably winded as he
walked off the field fol
lowing the 49ers 14-play
91-yard scoring drive
Saturday
DENVER (AP) -As he
walked off the field on a rel
atively cool Colorado
evening, Thomas Herrion
was huffing and puffing.
Still, he didn't look much
different from his 49ers
teammates who played
alongside him during the
fast-moving final seconds.
A few minutes later, the
San Francisco offensive
lineman collapsed near his
locker. He was rushed to the
hospital, pronounced dead
at age 23.
The coroner's office in
Denver performed an autop
sy Sunday, but said no cause
of death could be deter
mined until toxicology tests
were performed. The tests
usually take about three to
six weeks.
"Our thoughts are with
the Herrion family and the
49ers," NFL spokesman
Greg Aiello said. ”We will
be in contact with the 49ers
to learn the details of what
happened."
The 49ers returned to
San Francisco on Sunday
still in shock, and coach
Mike Nolan was deciding
what to do next, with the
start of the regular season
three weeks away.
"We lost a teammate and a

very good friend as well,"
Nolan said.
The death came a little
more than four years after
offensive lineman Korey
Stringer of the Minnesota
Vikings died of heatstroke
following a practice in
steamy 90-degree weather.
It was in the mid-60s with
50 percent humidity in
Denver on Saturday night,
and while heatstroke is still
possible under such mild
conditions, the notion that
Herrion, or any football
player, is in good enough
shape to handle game con
ditions simply because he's
a professional athlete is
being questioned all over
again.
The first-year guard, a
long shot to make the final
roster, was listed at 6-foot3, 310 pounds, about aver
age for an NFL lineman..
But when measured on the
body-mass index scale,
which is a commonly
accepted standard of fitness
in the medical community,
Herrion would be consid
ered "severely obese."
And though obesity can't
necessarily be blamed for
the death — at least not at
this point — one expert says
it surely could have been a
contributor.
"Obesity is associated
with sudden death," said Dr.
Joyce Harp, a University of
North Carolina endocrinol
ogist who recently did a
study calculating the BMIs
of all NFL players and
found that almost all players
qualified as overweight or
obese.
"Yes, it could be totally
unrelated to his weight, but
the fact remains that he was
6-3 and he weighed 310
pounds and probably should
have been 210 pounds,"
Harp said.

Harp's study has its crit
ics, including those in the
NFL who say it doesn't take
into account the fact that
BMI doesn't consider the
ratio of muscle to fat.
Indeed, many musclebound
football players who aren't
fat would be deemed in the
obese range on the BMI
scale.
Before starting training
camp last month, Herrion
passed the broad range of
physicals the NFL demands
from all its players.
One of his former
coaches at Kilgore College
in Texas, Travis Fox, said
he roomed with Herrion this
summer after Herrion
moved back to get in shape
for 49ers training camp.
Fox said Herrion never
struggled during intense
drills in 97-degree heat and
also said the lineman had no
injuries or health problems
while playing at Kilgore.
"The young man was in
shape," Fox said.
Herrion played his col
lege ball at Utah, and so was
accustomed to playing in
high altitude such as
Denver's, which can intensi
fy dehydration.
He was running down
the field with the third- and
fourth-team players during
a frantic, 14-play, 91-yard
drive that ended with 2 sec
onds left in San Francisco's
26-21 loss. While taxing, it
certainly wasn'.t anything
out of the ordinary for a
professional football player.
"We didn't see anything
happen," 49ers defensive
lineman Marques Douglas
said after the game. "I sat by
my locker and prayed for
him."
Stringer's death prompted
the NFL to increase efforts
to teach players about man
aging the heat and dehydra

tion. Many teams moved
practices out of the hottest
hours of the day and began
better monitoring of how
much liquid players were
drinking.
Others have started
using devices to measure
players' core body tempera
tures — a good preventive
measure, but almost certain
ly not something that could
have saved Herrion on
Saturday.
As always, medical
staffers were on hand.
Paramedics were perform
ing CPR on Herrion within
moments of his collapse.
Herrion adds to a very short
list of NFL deaths that also
includes St. Louis Cardinals
tight end J.V. Cain, who
died of a heart attack during
training camp in 1979, and
Detroit Lions receiver
Chuck Hughes, who died of
a heart attack during a game
in 1971.
Herrion was a first-year
player with the 49ers, and
spent part of last season on
the San Francisco and
Dallas practice squads. He
also played this season with
the Hamburg Sea Devils of
NFL Europe.
Fox
said
Herrion
always talked about his
niece, and family was a big
motivation for playing.
"When he got here," Fox
recalled, "the first thing he
told me was, 'I'm going to
make this team and buy my
mom a nice house.'"
A former Cowboys
teammate, lineman Stephen
Peterman,
remembered
Herrion as "a really fun,
nice guy."
"It's sad to see that hap
pen," Peterman said. "All
you can do is pray for his
family and for his soul.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
African Leaders and Experts Try to Head
Off Looming Fish Supply
bv Dulue Mbachu
Associated Press Writer
LAGOS, Nigeria (AP) Thp quantity of fish avail
able per person worldwide
grew during the last two
decades but declined in
Africa,' raising concerns
about how to guarantee sup
plies of a main source of
protein for a hungry conti
nent,
Simple steps to increase
fish farming in Africa could
solve the problem _ and
increase jobs and improve
health in the bargain,
researchers said Monday as
political leaders and fish
eries experts gathered in
Nigeria to explore how
investment arid new techni
cal skills can boost dwin
dling fish stocks.
Africa's perennial strug
gles to feed itself have
drawn new attention in
recent weeks, with West
Africa hard hit after a locust
invasion last year followed
by drought. Poor rains and
other problems are con
tributing to food shortages
in the east and south as well.
The United Nations esti
mates one in three people
on the world's poorest conti
nent lack enough food each
day. Experts say long-term
development, not emer
gency aid, is the answer.
According to a study
conducted for the New
Partnership for Africa's
Development, a continen
twide campaign by the
African Union to fight
poverty and encourage eco
nomic growth, yearly fish
supplies per person around
the world increased from 1.2

kilograms (26.46 pounds) in
1973 to 16 kilograms (35.27
pounds), in 1997. In Africa
over the same period, they
declined from nine kilo
grams (19.84 pounds) to 6.6
kilograms (14.55 pounds).
The study by the
Malaysia-based WorldFish
Center also found that while
fish farming accounted for
38 percent of supplies
worldwide, it was produc
ing only 2 percent of
African supplies.
While experts discussed
the need for the African
fishing industry to adapt,
fishermen on the continent
said they, were facing
decreasing stocks because
foreigners were taking fish
from their waters using
"drift chains" of giant nets.
"Since the early l990s
when drift chains were
introduced in fishing, which
go deep down to the sea and
catch all sizes of fish, line
fishing has deteriorated
considerably,"
Sulaiman
Kamara, chairman of Sierra
Leonean Line Fishermen
Committee, said in an inter
view in the Sierra Leonean
capital
of
Freetown.
"Security at our territorial
writers should be beefed
up."
Mushin Ayinla, a fisher
man who trawls the Lagos
lagoon in his dugout, is
worried about his dwindling
catch.
"Every day we work from
morning 'til night and we
don't catch as much fish as
in the past," said Ayinla.
"Today all we've been able
to get are these small
things," Ayinla added,

showing his catch of tiny
croakers!'
Patrick Dugan of the
WorldFish Center said
African fishing communi
ties have good reason to
complain about the negative
impact on their catch by for
eign trawlers, some of
which are in African waters
on the basis of fishery
agreements signed by their
governments
and
the
European Union.
"That certainly is one
dimension of the problem,"
Dugan said. "There's a need
to look very carefully at all
of these fisheries agree
ments and foster those ben
eficial to African countries.
But even that is not
enough."
But he said there's, still
need to invest in aquacul
ture to "increase the quanti
ty of fish and diversity of
existing fish in the market."
The WorldFish Center said
that to maintain current con
sumption levels in subSaharan Africa _ where
today some 200 million
people out of a population
of 690 million eat fish regu
larly _• supplies would have
to be increased by over 20
percent by 2015. But the
center estimated that could
be achieved by tapping only
5 percent of Africa's fish
farming, or aquaculture,
potential.
"Significant increases
are possible with the right
combination of government
policy and technical inter
ventions," Dugan said.
"Small-scale aquaculture
requires low-cost labor rind
doesn't require much invest

ment and effort once the
ponds have been set up," he
said.
Experts believe more
fanning will provide oppor
tunities for employment.and
improve
nutrition
for
Africa's poor, including
those
affected
by
HIV/AIDS, a leading killer
on the continent plagued by
food crises.
Sub-Saharan Africa is
the region with the highest
number of people in the
world living with the virus
that causes AIDS .
NEPAD has determined
it should be a priority "to
speed up aquaculture as a
way to meet the growing
fish gap in Africa," said
Richard Mkandawire, agri
culture adviser for NEPAD.
Small fish ponds have
proved a valuable resource
for
families
hit .by
HIV/AIDS in Malawi, pro
viding a source of nutrition
to help boost the immunity
of those infected and pro
viding income for the fami
lies of widows and orphans,
said Daniel Jamu, who
works for the WorldFish
Center in southern Africa.
"Their nutrition .has
improved because they are
eating fish and they are
using the income from sell
ing excess catch to obtain
medical attention, including
HlV and AIDS care' and
medicines," he said.

Oil Prices Inch Toward $66 as Storm
Sets Course for Gulf of Mexico as
Supply Fears Linger
by En-Laiveoh
Associated Press Writer
SINGAPORE (AP) Oil futures headed toward
$66 a barrel Tuesday, as the
latest tropical storm began
plotting a course for the
Gulf of Mexico and its oil
fields as global supply con
cerns lingered, despite
crude flows resuming from
Ecuador and Nigeria.
The rise came ahead of
Wednesday's U.S. petrole
um inventories report that is
likely to show declines in
both crude and gasoline
stocks while data from one
of Asia's largest energy con
sumers, South Korea, sug
gested that demand may not
slow despite already lofty
prices.
Light, sweet crude for
October on the New York
Mercantile Exchange was
up 28 cents to US$65.93 a
barrel mid-afternoon in
Singapore on its opening
day of trade as the frontmonth contract. It had set
tled 14 cents lower to
US$65.65 Monday.
Nymex crude reached
an all-time high
of
US$67.10 a barrel Aug. 12.
Prices are around 40 percent
higher than a year ago, and
the Global Center for
Energy Studies, or GCES,

warned Tuesday that it
could keep climbing.
"Rising global oil
demand is continuing to put
pressure on the industry's
ability to supply enough
oil,'.' the London-based
resources institute said in its
latest report.
The world's daily diet of
crude is expected to average
around 83 million barrels in
the current third quarter
before’ spiking to 85.5 mil
lion barrels a day in the
fourth quarter of 2005 dur
ing winter, GCES said.
With the end of the
American summer driving
season looming, analysts
are now watching winter
demand for distillates _
heating oil, diesel and jet
fuel _ when consumption of
the commodities rise.
Nymex heating oil was
up to US$1.8135 a gallon
(3.8 liters) while gasoline
was down a tad to
US$1.8580 a gallon. On
London's International Pet
roleum Exchange, October
Brent crude was up 27 cents
to US$64.77 a barrel.
On Wednesday, the U.S.
Department of Energy will
release its weekly petrole
um data snapshot, an indi
cator of demand from the
world's largest energy user.

Analysts surveyed by Dow
Jones Newswires predicted
that gasoline stocks will fall
by a million barrels from a
week ago, while crude prob
ably fell by 255,000 barrels.
Meanwhile, Tropical Storm
Jose formed and began to
pick up strength late Mon
day, heading for Mexico's
Gulf coast as the active
Atlantic hurricane season
continued to roil oil mar
kets.
Hurricanes have,
forced rig and production
shutdowns on both the U.S.
and Mexican sides of the
Gulf, hurting supply.
Elsewhere:
In Iraq, the crippling
sabotage of the country's
electricity grid by insur
gents Monday forced oil
exports from the south to
flow at less than a third of
its normal daily capacity of
1.5 million barrels. Iraqi
pipelines are a frequent tar
get for insurgents, bent on
destabilizing the U.S.-supported administration.
The news isn't likely to
hurt actual global supply
but the market, already jit
tery from recent troubles in
Nigeria and Ecuador, is
watching any geopolitical
troubles for that could derail
deliveries in a time of high
demand and limited excess

capacity.
"Oil prices will contin
ue to climb during the re
mainder of 2005. What hap
pens in 2006 will largely
depend on oil demand
growth and how the Organ
ization of Petroleum Ex
porting Countries respond,"
GCES said.
In Ecuador, protesters
and the government began
negotiations over jobs and
oil royalties that forced
state-owned Petroecuador
to halt deliveries last
Thursday. Output Monday
was 70,000 barrels, officials
said, less than half of nor
mal daily capacity. Royal
Dutch Shell PLC mean
while, has reopened two
Nigerian oil facilities pro
ducing nearly 40,000 bar
rels of crude a day after
closing them last week amid
a compensation dispute
with locals.
South Korea said July
crude imports rose 6.6 per
cent on year in July 66.7
million barrels despite oil
breaching US$60 that
month. The data indicates
that demand remains strong
from Asia despite the
atmospheric price, Dow
Jones Newswires said.
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
Pope's Pilgrimage to World
Youth Day
(LifeSiteNews.com)
The youth from all over the
world encountered Ger
many with a sense of awe.
Particularly those from the
Americas who came to the
ancient world from the new
world with mouths agape at
the historical evidence of
Christianity which sur
rounds them.
A case in point is the
nearby city of Aachen,
where World Youth Day
(WYD) pilgrims from
many countries visited;
Greeting the pilgrims, in
Aachen is the Cathedral
which contains four "Great
Relics" of Christianity.
Placed in an ornately
carved and gold-plated reli
quary are the cloak of the
Blessed Virgin, the swad
dling-clothes of the Infant
Jesus, the loin-cloth worn
by our Lord on the Cross,
and the cloth on which lay
the head of St. John the
Baptist after his beheading!
Faced with these in
credible reminders, pil
grims come away with a
'closer connection to' the
reality of Christ's life on
earth; Moreover, they are
also struck with the reality
of the ancient history of the
Christian faith. The great
Cathedral, built around the

year 800 — which is itself
older than the United States
or Canada -.- is also home
to Charlemagne's throne.
Made of great-slabs of
white marble, where, after
the coronation, the German
emperors (37 of whom
were crowned there be
tween 813 and 1531) re
ceived the homage of their
nobles.
Accounts of the WYD
youth crowd newspapers
and internet sites.' One of
the more colorful accounts
comes in a report from the
New York Times reporter
Ian Fisher. He spoke with
Pedro Russell, who he
describes as "a 21-year-old
Montanan who had both
green-dyed hair and a
rosary around his neck."
Russell had this to say
about Pope Benedict: "As
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger
he was like the church's
bulldog; he was putting the
smack down on heresy.
Personally I am looking
forward to that. There were
a lot of slightly misguided
teachings that I grew up
with. Knowing that there is
somebody up there who
has made his entire cardi
nal's career out of straight
ening out those heresies
and defending the true

Pope Benedict
solid teachings of the
church is something I am
very, very excited for the
youth."
Another
account
comes from a blog entry by
a doctoral student who
found himself
The Adlimina blog tells
this fascinating story: "We
heard some of the WYD
staff discussing some of the
events the day the pilgrims
arrived. Apparently on
Monday Planned Parent
hood did an all-out promo
tion, and plastered all the
subways and railways in
Cologne with pro-condom
posters. But from the hour
the pilgrims' started arriv
ing, the posters started
coming down. Most pil
grims ripped selectively;
crossways and'upwards, to
tear out the shape of a cross
across the posters. Others
took the whole things down
(apparently unaware of

at WYD.

unfazed by the fact that this
is a criminal offense here).
By the end of the first day,
nothing was left on the sub
ways but ripped-out cross
es arid bare walls,. That's
the energy here." '
And Fr. Heffernan
picks up our virtual pil
grimage from here recount
ing first hand the events in
the
Synagogue
of
Cologne...
The Rabbi presented
him (Pope Benedict) with a
horn symbolizing peace.
The Pope presented the
Jews with a white, hard
bound book as big as a
Webster dictionary con
taining early writings from
Alexandria.
The Jewish Rabbis
spoke of how the first Jew
ish settlement in Cologne
dated back to Colonial
Rome. They described their
sufferings through the
years.
The Pope finished
speaking at 12:40 pnt. and
received a standing ova
tion. The applause contin
ued as he greeted about a
dozen elderly survivors of
the Holocaust arid- came
down the aisle arid mingled
more before departing for
another engagement.

CeCe Winans: 20 Years and
Going Strong
— Seventh Solo CD To Drop In September 2005 —
by Gary Jackson
LOS ANGELES, CA
(BlackNews.com) - As fans
of -music know, respect in
any genre of irfusic is hardearned. In gospel, if is
demanded. For nearly 20
years, Cece Winans has
earned the respect and admiration of gospel afi
cionados, her peers and
across the board by weav
ing an uncanny blend of
music and message that
effectively removes the
delicate stigma of being
"preached at.".Through her
immense musical contribu
tions, CeCe Winans com
mands respect, which she
has received in abundance
to the tune of 20 Dove
Awards,
6
Grammy
Awards, 5 Stellar Awards,
and 3 Soul Train, NAACP
Image and Billboard Music
Awards, Gold and Plati
num sales certifications,
and innumerable social and

CeCe Winans

civic nominations and
recognition.
CeCe Winans is the
queen of gospel’s royalty,

the Winans family-very lib
erally numbered at well
past 20 currently active
members-which has domi-

riated gospel and urban
music for decades. CeCe
and her brother BeBe
gained fame in the 1980s
and 1990s with a series of
well-crafted albums that
successfully straddled a
fine line between, secular
and gospel music. Songs
such as "Lost Without
You," "It's OK," "Heaven,"
"Count On Me" and "I'll
Take You There" brought
the duo fame in both are
nas, and laid the ground
work for CeCe's solo ca
reer. Alone in His Presence
(1995), Everlasting Love
and His Gift (both released
in 1998), Alabaster Love
(1999),
Cece Winans
(2001) and Throne Room
(2003) unfailingly attract
ing and mesmerizing lis
teners throughout the
world with breathtaking
vocal style and insightful
lyricism

Myths of the Modern Mega-Church
KEY WEST - Some of
the nation's leading jour
nalists gathered in Key
West, Florida, in May 2005
for the Pew Forum's bian
nual Faith Angle confer
ence on religion, politics
and public life. Conference
speaker Rick Warren, pas-

tor of the largest church in
America, addressed mis
conceptions many Amer
icans have about megachurches. He also dis
cussed his best-selling
book, The Purpose Driven
Life, as well as current
trends in the evangelical

movement, the work his
church is doing for AIDS
and poverty relief in
Africa, and some of his
views on hot-button politi
cal and cultural issues.
Other
conference
speakers were John Dilulio
(University
of Penn-

sylvania), who spoke on
faith-based initiatives, and
Reuel
Marc
Gerecht
(American Enterprise Insti
tute), who spoke on Islam
and democracy.

y/e(comes your church adfor
incCusion in our Church (Directory.
(P Cease caCC 896-2922 for more detaiCsl
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Thousands Attend Funeral In France
Of Slain Christian Leader
by Carole Bianchi
Associated Press Writer
TAIZE, France (AP) _
Thousands of mourners
poured into this Burgundy
village on Tuesday to pay
final respects to the 90year-old founder of an ecu
menical Christian commu
nity stabbed to death dur
ing a prayer service, as his
successor sought forgive
ness for the killer.
Opening the funeral
service at Taize Ecumen
ical Community's Church
of Reconciliation, Brother
Alois, a 51-year-old Ger
man Roman Catholic ap
pointed to succeed Taize's
slain leader, Brother Roger,
said the killer "knew not
what she did."
A 36-year-old Romanian
woman is accused in
Brother Roger's death Aug.
16. Witnesses have said she
surged from a crowd of
2,500 attended a prayer,
service and plunged a knife

into his throat.
The woman has been
placed under formal inves
tigation for premeditated
murder, a step short of
being charged. The media
in Romania has identified
her as Luminita Solcan,
from the northeast city of
Iasi, and quoted local offi
cials as saying she had suf
fered mental instability.
At. the funeral, some
mourners held white can
dles, and many reached out
to touch the coffin as it was
carried from the church by
white-robed monks.
The service was re
transmitted on a giant
screen outside the commu
nity's. church where thou
sands gathered in a light
rain. Several hundred peo
ple returning from the
World Youth Day Festival
in Cologne, Germany,
hummed meditative chants
as they waited for the serv
ice to start.

" 'It's the end of a myth. Catholic mother. He moved
He was so charismatic," to Taize in 1940 with plans
said Mathilde Fouard, 20, to found a monastery.
who
traveled
from He harbored Jewish re
Grenoble for the funeral. fugees during the World
"I came to say goodbye War II Nazi occupation of
one last time and to bring France, then built the Taize
Ecumenical Community
him grace in my prayers."
German
President with a mission to reconcile
Horst Koehler, French ' all denominations of Chris
Interior Minister Nicolas tians and promote dialogue
Sarkozy and the Romanian and peace.
Brother Roger was
secretary of state for reli
gions, Adrian Lameni, deeply respected in the
were among-'those present Roman Catholic Church,
at the service celebrated by the Church of England and
Cardinal Walter Kasper, by Christian leaders who
the Vatican's top ecumeni praised his contribution to
Christian unity.
cal official.
The Taize community,
Brdther Roger, known
worldwide for his work to which the late Pope John
develop dialogue and unity Paul II visited in 1986;
among ail Christians, was- draws some 100,000 peo
buried in, the local ceme ple each year for prayer
tery of the village of Taize arid meditation.
"The death of Brother
where he has lived since
1940.
Roger has touched us," said
Brother Roger Schutz Henri Catherin, 76. "Once
was bom to a Swiss Pro again,! it is an artisan of
testant father and a French peace killed in violence."

Black Churches Taking Lead on
Sudan Issue
by Kim Lawton
(RNS) A decade ago,
when evangelicals made
advocacy on Sudan a cen
terpiece of their cam-,
paign against religious
persecution, many Afri
can-American churches
were reluctant to join in.
Today, however, black
churches are increasingly
at the forefront of the
grass-roots momentum to
end what the United States
calls "genocide" in Sudan's
western Darfur province.
"What we've been able
tp do is to mobilize our
numbers and to say that
we're willing ...to lay our
bodies on the line," the
Rev. Sean McMillan of
Chicago's Shekinah Chapel
told the PBS program
"Religion
and Ethics
NewsWeekly."
With preaching, pro
tests and poetry, the
churches hope to make
Sudan ah issue on par with
the anti-apartheid activism
that mobilized the U.S.
religious community in the
1980s.
The increased activism
on the part of black church
es comes none too soon.
The United Nations has
called Sudan the world's
worst humanitarian crisis.
In the 20-year war
between the Arab Muslim
north and the predominant
ly black Christian and animist south, an estimated-2
million people were killed.
Famine, rape, abduction
and slavery all became
weapons in the conflict.
Last week (Aug. 18),
United Nations Secretary
General Kofi Annan told
the 'Security (Council that
even as a fragile peace
appears to tenuously hold
in the south, the war in
Darfur, which erupted in
February 2003, is destroy
ing that region.

"While the rate of cas
ualties frpm fighting has
declined in recent months,
the damage to the social
and economic fabric in
Darfur and the longer-term
costs, of this' conflict are
steadily becoming.clearer,"
Annan said in a statement.
He said some 3.2 mil
lion people were in need of
assistance in Darfur, and
there are some 1.9 million
internally displaced peo
ple. An estimated 180,000
people have died since the
fighting began.
Sudan was first raised
in many Americans' reli
gious consciousnesses a
decade ago as part of the
evangelical-led grass-roots
fight against persecution. A
number of evangelical or
ganizations had active
medical and other mission
ministries in southern Su
dan! that came under assault
by government troops'.
"While it (Sudan) was
a high priority among con
servative evangelicals, it
originally was just not on
the fadar screen of many
black leaders;" said Uni
versity of Oklahoma pro
fessor Allen Hertzke,
author of "Freeing God's
Children," a book about
faith-based .advocacy for
human rights.
"The black churches
were drawn into the strug
gle eventually," Hertzke
added, "primarily because
of the concern about slav
ery and the awareness that
Africans were being ab
ducted into slavery — thou
sands of them — by this
regime in (the Sudanese
capital) Khartoum."
Among those playing
key roles in energizing
black churches on the issue
were radio talk show host
Joe Madison and the Rev.
Walter Fauntroy, a Wash
ington, D.C. pastor and

veteran of the civil rights
movement. Madison got
involved, he said, because
he initially couldn't believe
the allegations about slav

than from the white evan
gelical churches which
were so heavily invested in
southern Sudan that they
haven't, in some .cases,

ery. In April 2001, the two

shifted course," Hertzke

men traveled to southern
Sudan.
"I literally broke down
in tears in the middle of
this barren area under a
mahogany tree," Madison
recalled. ''As ah AfricanAmerican, seeing these
Africans in this condition,
there was just no way I was
going to allow this to hap
pen and. not use whatever
resources I had to change
it." •
After their return,
Madison and Fauntroy be
gan a high-profile advoca
cy and civil disobedience
campaign, including get
ting arrested in front of the
Sudanese embassy.
Madison said Fauntroy
stressed the importance of
building a broad-based co
alition that set aside politi
cal differences. Fauntroy
kept telling Madison,
"there's a moral center
here, Joe. We've got to find
that moral center and work
at it."
"I just didn't know how
difficult it was to find it,"
Madison said with a laugh.
"But we did."
But the issue is now
gaining momentum in the
black community. Many
African-American politi
cians, civil rights leaders
and actors, including
Danny Glover, are now on
board and have made
Sudan a priority issue.
They've launched a nation
al divestment campaign
similar to those against
South Africa during the
apartheid era.
"The grass-roots ener
gy on Darfur is now com
ing more from the black
churches in many respects

s.aid.
Evangelicals are in
volved in the Darfur issue,
he said, but some of their
focus and energy have been
siphoned off to other issues
such as gay marriage and
judicial nominees.
"The diversion of evan
gelical energies to other
issues has in fact opened
the way for the black
churches to fill that void in
grass-roots momentum,"
Hertzke said.
Social justice organizer
Romal Tune says the
Darfur activism is in the
tradition of the civil rights
movement.
"It was based on the
power of the communities - people who were tired of
a given condition and
wanted to bring about
change. And if we cast a
vision of a new Darfur for
communities and provide
them with a road map on
how they can be a part of
that, then we can really
bring about some change,"
Tune said.
Chicago's
black
churches have been espe
cially active. After vigor
ous lobbying from the
churches, in June, Illinois
became the first state in the
nation to pass legislation
banning state investment in
companies doing business
in Sudan.

' The churches are now
turning, their grassroots
energies to the national and
international levels, urging
political leaders to take
stronger actions against the
Sudanese government.
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worship with us at 3300 -

and learn of the Lord.

we need them for without

and the Kingdom of God

Building Godly Relationships and Godly Lives through Godly Living

31 St. S. We also invite you

WEEK

is

the saving of the children,

again to come!! We wish to

to all church related func

here!! Dr. Pastor Andrew

we will have no future!!

thank all people that helped

tions during the week.

Thomas out of Lug off, SC

The school year has started

participate in the Pastor’s

First Worship experi

is our guest preacher for

and we need to be helping

Aide

ence begins at 7:45 a.m.
with the Youth Choir

this week. Come feast on

our own children learn,

singing, leading devotion

the Lord's' word and find
out what GOD needs us to

grow, love GOD’and1"sur
vive in this mean world.!!

Sunday. Thank you again.
Thank you Dr; Evans for

along with the Deacon's

do to bring about a serious

In addition, we are

Ministry and the Youth

social

ushering in service. Dr.

Petersburg and not only

Friendship

Missionary

We are also getting

Evans, Sr. will render the

reyiye our soul's but our

Baptist Church. Soon and

message from God. We are1

hearts, minds souls and

asking that you, you and

Revival

change

in

St.

going live on the web for

last

celebration

The Home Mis
sion of Greater St. Paul
M.B. Church will be pre
senting a play entitled

transportation

Tongue,"

FL. Everyone is welcome

Savior Jesus Christ.

James 3:1-18, on Sunday,

to come out and join us as

Aug. 28 at 4 p.m., at 532

we give honor and praise to

look forward to seeing you.
Call (727) 327 7107 for

33rd St. S., St. Petersburg,

our wonderful Lord and

more information

The

"Bridal

We

going on in Jesus Christ’s
name. We are ever so grate

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist

ful!!'

Metropolitan

We invite the commu

Clarke Health Center and

5 p.m. Anniversary Proper

ready for the eighth annual

Baptist Church extends an

nity to join us on Saturday,

the St. Petersburg Fire and

will

very soon!!! However, you

celebration of our own Dr.

invitation to join us in the

Aug- 27 for Community

Police departments.

Sunday, Sept. 25 at 11 a.m.

bodies to do the ministry

can get a copy of the taped

John A .Evans, Sr., the

celebration, cultivation and

Awareness Day. 9:30 a.m. -

especially you come back

that God has called each

message, via cassette or CD

Pastor and First Lady Mrs.

communication

to God’s house and help our

one of us out to do: HELP

through our sound ministry

Evans of Friendship. For

children learn how to serve

SAVE THE LOST and

headed by

Hubert Me

the Lord with Gladness in

REACH

their hearts. For a child

ONE!! Each night a differ

cannot learn the ways of

ent ministry is scheduled to

Evans, Sr. can also be seen

As always, Give Jesus

God unless they also see

serve for the

evening.

and heard, at www.fmbc-

some of your time! Why,

their parents and guardians

Please consult your bul

theship.org. We know that

you asked? Why not? After

a.m. Bible Study and Teen

serving the same GOD!

letins for that information.

Friendship is a place where

all, he paid it all for, you

Summit

Or go to www.fmbcthe-

a stranger meets a friend

with His life on Calvary!!!

evening, at 7 p. m.

ship.org.

and a sinner finds their

won't you learn to serve

GOD!!!

him?,today, Right now?

Sunday School Service

begins promptly at 9:30

a.m. with the superintend-

BACK

FOR

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

Bethel

be

observed

on

Anniversary

The guest preacher will be,

4 p.m. This is one of the

schedule . also includes a

Rev. Leon Williams, Pastor

Word. The doors of God’s

events

Prayer

on

of Unity Faith Missionary

more details please consult,

House swinging on wel

Anniversary. There will be

Saturday, Sept. 3 at 8:30

Baptist Church of Naples,

Cloud!! Thank God for the

Mr. and Mrs. Peterson at

come hinges are open for

Free Health Screenings and

a.m. Speaker for the occa

FL. We are looking for-,

internet. Sermons of Pastor

Friendship.

both 8 a.m. and 11 a.m.

ID’s

children.

sion is Rep. Jim Davis. The

ward to a glorious 102nd

Sunday,

Participating agencies and

Anniversary Banquet will

celebration and we invite

Sunday school is at 9:30

organizations
include
Pinellas County Health

be Saturday, Sept. 17 at 6

the community to share.in

p.m.; the speaker is Rev.

our festivities.

Disease

Frank Peterman. There will

Ruth

be a Concert on Sep. 24 at

services

on

is

of

His

Wednesday

for

for

Department

Control,

l02nd

our

Johnnie

'

Our

Breakfast

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

Missionary

nity is that you would join

Do you build your brother

suffering, meekness, gen

Baptist Church, under the

us in fellowship as we wor

up or tear him down with

tleness and love. So the

leadership of its dynamic,

ship and praise the true and

harsh words. Is your mouth

question today is what will

filled with praise or con

you feast on?

St.

Mark

an All-Stars After School-

spirited, man of God, Rev.

the living God.

1022 -20th St. S, If you, or

Enhancement Program is in
desperate need of volun

Program for males between

Brian Kenneth Brown, the

From

begin Sept. 26. For more

someone you know has an

teers. We will continue

ages

Also,

information on handling

addiction, please contact

recruiting volunteers dur

Connection

Careers;

your finances according to

Minister Keith Murphy.

ing the month of July.

Financial

Youth House located at

Ministry - New classes

Crown

11-14.

to

the word of God, for more

Kings Kids Academy

Interested parties please

Junior Achievement, Job
Shadowing, * Workplace

information and to enroll

Program Hours are 6:30

call 823-4085 x808 and

Internship and more for

please contact the church at

a.m. - 5:30 p.m. We are

leave a message.

youth ages 16-18. For fur

894-4311.

now including 3-and 4-

Mt.

Zion

Human

ther information, please

Ine.

provides

contact George B. Smith,

Boy Scouts meet every

year-olds in our Before and

Services,

Monday at 7 p.m., on the

Aftercare Program. School

after school training &

third floor. Cub Scouts

age youth -wijl get assis

tutoring services for youth

Mt. Zion Progressive

meet at the same time in the

tance with homework and

ages 14-18 through the

Missionary Baptist Church,

Kings

Academy

FCAT preparation. Also,

Youth Opportunity Center.

955

building. New scouts are

FREE computer classes.

The program assists in

Petersburg,

33712-,

welcome. Call Scoutmaster

For more info, registration

FCAT, ACT/SAT prep, earn

(727) 894-43.11 or Fax

Ellis at 864-3727.

and application, call Jan

your high school diploma,

C.A.R.E.

Smith at 894-4311 ext. 401.
be

Kids

(Choosing

Ministry
Addiction

Recovery Efforts), meets

.every Tuesday 7 p.m. at the

Transportation

will

available but limited.
Our Reading and Math

Pastor’s

demnation? Do you look

As part of our ongoing

official staff of Deacons

Desk: You Are What You

for the strengths in others

and Trustees, and the entire
congregation of St. Mark,

Eat.

or focus on their weakness

ministry, we invite the pub
lic to join us in worship

es. Whatever you feed

and fellowship during our

extends to the community

him, it is written, that man

yourself, you become.

at large, wishes that there

shall not live by bread

In Luke 4:1, we find

weekly worship services,
which include:

would be an overflowing of

alone, but by every word of

Jesus being led by the Holy

Early morning worship

God’s blessings upon their

God (Luke 4:4).” The old

Ghost into the wilderness

(First Sunday Only) 7 a.m.,

lives.
St. Mark is grounded

cliche, “you are what you

where he fasted for 40

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.,

the

“And Jesus answered

days. He was then tempted

in a Christ-centered doc

eat” has hit home for many
health conscious Ameri

Morning Worship 10:45

by Satan that if was the son

a.m.,

trine that has as its central

cans, who now are ob

of God, to command a

Union 5 p.m.

theme, a belief that we are

sessed with organically

stone be turned into bread.

Other weekly services

a haven of hope, help and

processed food, no preser

Jesus’ response in verse 4

include Children and Youth

healing for a world hunger

vatives, counting calories,

states, “it is written that

Ministry Meetings (Mon

and reducing fat grams.

man shall not live by bread

days at 6 p.m.); Sunday

(727) 822-1591. Email:

ing for and thirsting after
the enlightened word of

atone, but by every word of

School Teachers’ Meeting

earn your GED and earn an

mzpmbc@gte.net, website:

God. At St. Mark,- we are

cliche holds a very strong

God.”

(Tuesdays at 7 p.m.); Sen

opportunity to be selected

www.mzprogressive.org

Christians willing to work

vivid meaning in the be

Feeding ourselves with

to win a free computer. Mt.

<http://www.mzprogres-

and partner in unity, prais

liever’s life. What do you

the bread of life, which is

Study Thursdays at 9:30

Zion Human Services have

sive.org/

ing God for His awesome

feed yourself daily? Is it a

the word of God, produces

a.m.) and Prayer Meeting

gift, His son Jesus Christ.

combination of doubt and

encouragement,

and Bible Study (Thurs

Our prayer for our commu

anger or criticism or envy.

worship, faithfulness, long-

894-4311 ext. 302.

20th

Praise God from Whom ALL Blessings Flow!

St.

FL

S„

St.

Oddly

enough,

this

praise,

Baptist

Training

ior Hour of Power Bible

days at 7 p.m.).
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Rev. A. Leon Lowry,
Civil Rights Leader, Dies

Gospel Superfest
New
York,
NY
(BlackNews.com) - Gospel
Superfest TV approaches
its seventh national TV tap
ing and extravaganza in the
entertainment capital of the
world, New York City, this
October.
Billed as Gospel Superfest
New
York-2,
Gospel
Superfest TV producers are
all set for another dynamic
recording session that will
yield five nationally syndi
cated television specials in
broadcast syndication.

Gospel Superfest TV has
become one of the most
anticipated series of gospel
music specials in syndica
tion today. And this series
promises to continue the
standard of excellence and
uplifting entertainment that
the brand has become most
noted for in its unprece
dented six-year history in
television syndication and
production.

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) The Rev. A. Leon Lowry, a
prominent local civil rights
leader who once taught
Martin Luther King Jr. and
led the desegregation of
public facilities in Tampa,
has died at 92.
Lowry died Saturday of
congestive heart failure. He
had been admitted to St.
Joseph's Hospital last week,
said his wife, Shirley.
Lowry's association with
the civil rights movement
dated to the 1940s when he
taught
theology , at
Morehouse College and
King was one of his stu
dents.
In the 1960s, he led

peaceful protests at Tampa
lunch counters and helped
found Tampa's first biracial
bank.
He became president of
the Florida NAACP and in
1976 was the first AfricanAmerican elected to the
Hillsborough County Sc
hool Board, where he
served for 16 years. The
Florida Bar awarded him a
medal of honor for easing
racial tensions and-promot
ing social justice.
Until he was hospital
ized, Lowry had continued
counseling jail inmates,
commuting by scooter
because hip problems pre
vented driving.

"That was just his whole
life," his wife said. "He
always wanted to help peo
ple."

Funeral services will be
held as follows:
Visitation and viewing,
Friday, August 26, 2005; 5
until 7 pm.
Family will receive
friends and!wake service,
Friday, August 26, 2005; 7
until 8:30 pm.
Going Home service,
Saturday, August 27, 2005;
2pm at the Beulah Baptist
Institutional Church; 1006
W. Cypress Street, Tampa,
FL 33606

SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
SERVING ALL FAITHS SINCE 1987

Traditional - Memorial and
Chapel Services
Cremation
World Wide Shipping
Monuments for All Cemeteries
We arrange Military Honors and
up
Serve All National Cemeteries
.C©'
for Veterans

U

“Upholding a tradition of service from our family to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

727-894-2266 / FAX 821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South *.St. Petersburg, FL 33705

FREE EVENT • FREE EVENT

"It’s all taken care of"
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care

of her funeral and burial

expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect

at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
sayings - What a peace of

mind.
So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial, burden

GOD IS THE

ONLY ONE IN
A POSITION
TO LOOK
DOWN ON

SOMEONE
/N/t f'NA

on'your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

pre

ERIC DARIUS
SHAWN BROWN
THEO VALENTIN
■gll, 1 ’ TAABU
MIKE MacARTHUR
ELAND
WILSON
W( -ki
• - -CM N

P?

how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost

McRae Funeral Home

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

(727) 895-6005

Take Your Burdens to
the Lord
and Leave Them There!

DO YOU HAVE
A JOB
OPENING?
GIVE US A
CALL
THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
(727) 896-2922

Sunday
jSept. 4, 2005
"Y at
at McCabe United
jr

V
i Methodist

Church

Rev. Dwayne Craig, Pastor
2800 261!} Ave S ,$i. PetetsUuig

Showtime: 3:00pm
DRS.UGOOLlGOND.D.S.

EARL W. GAINEY N.O.A.
CHS COMPANY

NT llffiff-.TO THEFtJ 8L)C» PAf?KiNO$ 5
BRING CHAli?U|WNO

___________________

CHURCH DIRECTORY
£.

/ f\

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

1820 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 821-3265

www.mzprogressive.org

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m,
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Are you a

Sabbath Observer?
Looking tor
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere.
Wei, Come to Ihe House of God.

bishop johnny

The House of God
Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

WILLIAMS and wife, LADY
CALQUETTA WILLIAMS
Daughters of Zion Women s Ministry Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Sabbath Morning 10:30 a.m.

Mondays - 7:30 P.M.
Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sabbath School

Sabbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Praise & Worship Service

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny I. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

bishopwilliamstampa@hotmail.com

Tampa, Fl 33605

GOOD
SAMARITAN
BAPTIST
CHURCH

Reverend Larry R. Williams, Sr.
Sunday School ................. s. .8:00 a.m.
Worship Service ................9:00 a.m.
Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

None
Is
Perfect
But
The
Father!

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting . .6:30-7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study .......... 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School

............... 9:30 a.m.
•Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.

Evening Worship ....

6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.

MW

Tuesday Night
General Bible Study

Thursday Night Prayer

Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

iVe welcome you at all times.

Saint John Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O.Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 am - 1:30 pm
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com
Scheduled Services:

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr.,
Early Morning
- - 8:00 am
Senior Pastor
Church School
9:45 am
Mid-Morning
11:00 am
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
-• 7:00 pm
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
Rev. Jimmie B. Keel, pastor
'We're Busy as Bees - But Sweet As Honey"
912 Third Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089
Church School . ....... ................. . ......9:00 A.M.
New Member Class ............................ 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship .............................. 10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study ......................Tuesday 7:00 PM.
Youth Bible Study ....................... Thursday 6:00 PM.

RELIGIOUS NEWS continues
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Memorial Baptist Church

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com
Sunday Worship Services

8:00 am • 11:00 am

Sunday School

9:30 am

Prayer Meeting (Wednesday)

7:00 pm

Bible Study

7:30 pm

E R Davis

Rev. Darrel Davis, Sr.

Rev. Rickey L. Houston

Evening Service....................................6:00pm

Prayer Meeting, Bible Study
Qlhurck

Wednesday..........7:30pm

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
15935

Early Morning Worship .................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ........................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................... 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study ......................................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday .
Vintage Bible Study ........................ 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service .........................6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service.................................................. 7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday........................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School........................................... 9:30am
MomingWorship....................................... 11:00am

(Community

Box

919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatermtzionamc.org

2700 5th Ave. So., St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Pastor

“God’s House In The City”

P.O.

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

•

St.

Petersburg,

727-327-2009

FL 33733

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday

• 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin ...............................
. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry ........ . ........................../James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry ............................. Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry . -................................. . . . Wyvonnia McGee
"A

Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian
Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593

'Pentecostal Teipple Cljurck of God ip Christ
2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712 ,
(727) .894-6764 • (727) 550-0388
Elder William E. Anderson, Pastor

Morning Glory
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Community Bible Study
'Prayer & Bible Study
Intercessory Prayer

Sunday

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m
11:00 a.m
7:30 p.m
7:30 p.m
5:45 a.m

Tuesday
Wednesday
Saturday

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Thursday; 7:00 p.m.

Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize of the high calling of God in. Christ Jesus”

Lakeview Presbyterian Church
1310 22nd Avenue South - St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 822-0784
Sunday Worship - 10:30am (Nursery Provided)
Sunday School (Adults and Children) - 9:30am
Sunday Choir - 9:30am
Gospel Choir - Mondays 6pm
Bible Study - Wednesdays 6pm
Home of Operation Attack

"Doingjustice, loving kindness, .and walking humbly with our God."

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

«

Sunday School............................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 p.m.

church working togetherfor the upbuilding ofQocfs kingdom”

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
M
F
UZ

B

C

Friendship

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Pastor (727) 895-2119
Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m. • Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Nite Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Church Os God In Christ

Pastor John A. Evans

Sunday 7:45 AM and
11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Tuesday
7 PM Youth Church Enrichment
Wednesday
Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life
7 PM Prayer and Bible Study

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
Schedule of Services
Church School ............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .........10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday .........’. 9:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.

“One week.from church makes one weak;”

OrdainedMissionary
Johnnie Mae Howard
Cad: 727 895-5239

1732 9th Avenue South
St. Petersburg; Florida 337.12
(727) 896-4356

GludAah

Qte&tefi Kina

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

J4 Woman After
Qocfs
Own Heart...

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Spiritualty Connected

Early Morning Worship................................................. 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School..........................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.............................................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................................4:30 p.m.
Communion............................................... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays
.......................... .•..........7:30 p.m.

Cadfor Prayers CP
Testimonies

YPWW First and Third Sunday of
Each Month after Morning Service

Rev. G. M. Curry

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”
Sunday

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class ....... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ............. /. .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class .......7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class...........7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS’ NEW LOCATION:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
(formerly Childs Park United Methodist Church)
Rev. Frank

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Dominion Worship Ministries

820 20th Street South

Church School........ .......9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: 10:00 a.m. — 10:15 a.m.
Praise and Worship: 10:15 a.m. — 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday evening at 6:30 p.m.
Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

8am, 10am Morning Worship
lst & 3rd Sunday
5pm Evening Celebration
Monday

Noonday Prayer
7pm Hour of Power Prayer
Wednesday

Noonday Prayer
5:30-9:30pm
“Inside the Family”

W.

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

Peterman, Jr.

Pastor

Thursday

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Worship & Performing Arts Ministry

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 896-5228

Monday. Wednesday. Saturday
6am Prayer

Dominion Worship Ministries
4016 - 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
727-321-8574 - dwc.tripod.com

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL CHURCH
Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday Services:

3144

PHONE: 323-751
Rev. Wayne

G.

Church School.................‘......... 9am
Praise & Worship Service....10:30am

8

Thompson, Pastor

Tbesday Services:
Prayer Service........................6:30pm
Bible Study.................................7pm

SUNDAY SCHOOL, - 9:30 A.M.

Morning Worship - 11:00
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

a.m.

J

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH :

Queen Street

Telephone #: (727) 327-0015 • Fax #: (727) 327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

The church where what God s word teaches
15 practiced!

Rev. Ronald L. Bell, Pastor

,

Missionary Baptist

Elder: Tony Smith

8:00 A.M. -Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Rev. Todd and Ceska Sutton

Rev. Carlos Senior
Pastor

Join us as we (ift up the name ofJesus

Your Church Ad Could Be

Here Working Tor You!
Email Your Ad to:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com
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CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
| YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE WORKING
FOR YOU!

8

A.N.G.E.L.S. * WANTED

FAMILY STRESS

(Access Network Group of Early Learning Substitutes)
Begin a new career in just 3-4 weeks working In selected
Pinellas County preschools as a substitute teacher.
If you have a H.S. diploma or G.E.D. and are 18 years or older
you may qualify for Free training
Evening classes will begin in the St. Petersburg area August 30,2005
Day time classes will begin in the Pinellas Park/Largo area
September 27, 2005

Earn $8.00 an hour
For more information, contact Coordinated Child Care of
Pinellas, Inc.
547-4274 and ask for Carol

or email csmith@childcarepinellas.org

DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO SELL?
SEND YOUR CLASSIFIED AD TO:
smfaith@tampabay.rr.com
AVOID/STOP
FORECLOSURE.

Touching fives...

Is your family stressed due to a family
member abusing drugs or alcohol? If so,
Operation PAR provides substance abuse
and mental health treatment services for
adults and children. In some cases treat
ment services are provided at no cost.
Services are confidential. Prevention
service? are also available to the public.

For more information,
Contact Gerald Syrkett
Operation PAR - Self-Sufficiency
Project
727-893-5438

Lifting spirits...
Enriching careers

CALL: 727-214-5025
The Hospice of the Florida Suncosst
has been honored to serve our
community for nearly 39 years. Come
and find the satisfaction of sharing
your talent and skills as part of an
otganuaton that offers a wide array
of programs and services tor all
Pwellas residents.
We have career opportunities
available tor

RNs•LPNs
CNAs/HHAs
Florida certif

BENNIE BRINSON
Insurance Agency
Your Neighborhood
Insurance Agency
Specializing In
Affordable
Life*Health«Dental«Vision
Disabiiity«Commercial
Liability & Bonds Also

required

For consideration, please call the
HR Oept M (727} S8B-2963 for an
application or email;
careers<Wie hospfce.org

Ctatjart, CowptfcMfcjn Cctnrnunity

BENNIE J. BRINSON

Share, your life skills with a parent!
Provide friendship and emotional support as they face

the unique challenges raising children in today’s society.
Help a parent understand what their children can do
for their age.
Provide information on discipline techniques, being
consistent, stress reduction, nutrition, budgeting, how
to access community resources and much more.

3600 - 18th Ave. So.
(727) 322-0024 or
(727) 865-7605

IB

Office: ffl 209-1685
Fax: 727-328-9545
Cell: 727-215-3048

PARENT AIDE VOLUNTEERS WANTED

For further information contact:
Kathy Mize - Program Coordinator
(727) 544-3900, ext 168
www.thehospice.org

x

4000 Gateway Centre Blvd., Ste. 200
Pinellas Park, FL 33782
www.HelpAChild.org

FT'S NOT TOO LATE.

Florida licensure required

APEX IIAIIIMJ

Help A Child, Inc.

SAVE YOUR HOME

Help change the world
one family at a time!

loanofhcer
3530 first Avene North #211
St. Petersburg,, FL 33713

kk.

,

„

APEX Corporate. 877.273.9536

Are you in college?
Retired?
Semi-retired?
Looking for Part-time Work?

_

www.bbnnson.Dpexlflnding.comQspexiending.

bbrinson.apaxtending.com

WHEN LIFE
KNOCKS YOU TO
YOUR KNEES,
YOU’RE IN THE
PERFECT
POSITION
TO PRAY!

PLEASE
SUPPORT

If you can answer YES to any of the foregoing questions
This opportunity is for YOU!
If you like talking to people, like sales,
and looking for a great way to supplement your income...
You Could Be A Successful Newspaper Salesperson for

OUR

PAPER BY
PATRON

©Ijr Weekly (fttjallenger

IZING

Give Us a Call - You’ll Be Glad You Did

OUR

(727) - 822-8996

ADVER
TISERS!

GALLTODAY
"There’s a Reason to Sell The Weekly Challenger"

Buying a Home? Renting? Equity Loan Investing? See our Real Estate Listing!
Three "Roses" at Every Closing
J

ANAnft2L>s7WG aewvsce

ERA Mount Vernon Realty Co., Inc.

k
I
*

BROKER

SELLER

f 1320 Pinellas. Point Or. So.

1

Ik

1

WjpBBl

Merrill Thomas Williams, Broker

Hk

HL,

St. Petersburg FI. 33705

WBhHBB

Summer Williams Watson, Reslto"

03 mis
(S> €ech ERA* Ottice >$

Jane A. Payne
27) 884^1485

PB'Ti-iT4^ "O [y/; j

REALTOR*

8 n rds iTy

Owneif

Mordecai Walker, Broker

■■■
ERA
Operauo

elite
TRAVEL

Cruise 3,4,5,7 Night Cruise or Longer
Call today for best rates (727) 867-1333

b

BUYER

TRIPLE
ROSE REALTY
Complete Red Estate Sewtass or Referrals

Office: (941) 957-4677 Ext 435
Fax: (941) 957-3782
Cell: (941) 400-8075
Evenings: (941)377-8896
jBne.payne@era.com

Phone 727-8986543

Cell 727-439-6567

727-5500815

E-Mail3roserealty@veriron.net

Fax

St. Petersburg, FL33705

GULF CGfaST
INSPECTION SERVICES, INC.
Phone (727) 398-3984«Fax (727) 391-6584

17737 Long Point Drive • Redington Shores, FL 33708
szimniefffitampsbay.ff.com

■BB39OH*

ASHI Certified Member #032186
8BCCI Certified Building Inspector

MOBILE

(727) 867-0052
(727) 639-2694

TOLL FREE

(800) 760-1495

FAX:
24-HR. INFO.

(727) 579-9397

E-Mail

:

K

578-6113
MainLakes@aol.com

W
g

i

POB Mortgage

1h«

"Point Of Bogfnninjf for your mortgage

rwa

167% Financing
Commercial Loam
VA Loans
Apply On-line
Leo H. Lester. Jr. Down Payment Aestetence
Alt CrwM Considered
loan Officer
Rehab Loans
Construction Loans
Home Equity Lina of Credit
fixed Rats Home Equity Loan
Etna#: lestehRfx^xnortoase com
1081 - 62** Ave 8. Skyway Raza
Web Site: vAw.pobrTOflaage.com
St Petere&urg, FL 33705
office: 727.885.8313 Fax: 727.888.8854

STEVE ZIMMER

R. Pauline Jennings - Leisure Travel Specialist

(727) 578-1495

OFFICE
RESIDENCE

MAINLANDS-LAKES REALTY. INC.
4501-B Mainlands Blvd. • Pinellas Park, FL 33782

231 Driftwood Road S.E.

Book your next Family Reunion at Sea.
Email: travel @ paulinejennings.com

4^^

MLS

3701 S, Osprey Avenue
Sarasota, FL 34239

MRTtflCO MEMBSR

Office: 727 W7-I2J4/W27 327 6789
Bus. Phone: (727) 321-1212

After Hours: (727) 347-6625

We make home loans easy.

FAX: (727) 323-7584

DES1 CALDWELL MCCARTHY
REALTOR®

m

Ei{

v

Call now for a
pre-approval decision

(888) 307-8328

Karey Johnson

Real Estate Consultant
Isla Del Sol Sales Division

REALTOR

toll-fr.ee

5201 Gulfport Boulevard
Gulfport, Florida 33707

Fmirtotheitoor

The four-step mortgage program’

Registered Real (slate Sroker

2900 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712-2552

Email: LBrownRlty@aol.com
LouBrownRealty@aol.com
After Hours: 727-866-9168

touts 0 Brown. Jr.
• Realtor

Shoppers’ Village on the Bayway
5901 Sun Boulevard, Suite 105

St. Petersburg, FL 33715

Office: 727.867.0161, Fax: 727.864.5697

HAVE A HOME TO SELL? INTERESTED IN RENTING? GET QUICK
RESULTS BY ADVERTISING WITH THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!
FOR AD RATES, CALL OUR OFFICES AT (727) 896-2922 TODAY!

kareyjohnson @ era.com

www.eracompass.com

Oenenl Repairs, Roofing, Hauling,
Dry-wall,

Carpentry,

Painting,

Praaaura Cleaning, Filtering

NO JOB TOO SMALL!
Contact Wlllla
Fhoast 727M7-7242
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HEALTH
Closing Gap Between Medical
Care for Blacks and Whites?
Bv Jeff Donn
studies indicate. Research
Associated Press
also shows that the med
Writer BOSTON (AP) ical system treats whites
- The stubborn gap and blacks differently,
between medical care for even when they are the
blacks and whites may same in nearly every way.
finally be tightening. Three
Examining only those
large federally backed two races, the new studies
studies suggest that blacks took into account differ
are catching up to whites ences like health plans,
in many simple, cheap hospitals, regions and
medical treatments.
wealth.
However, deeper dis
The researchers most
parities persist for more ly compared treatment of
complex and costly proce whites and blacks by
dures, and further progress assessing how often ac
may be harder to achieve.
cepted professional stan
" Things that are simpler dards were met for each
and less expensive ... are group. In the study finding
easier fixes," said Dr. the most equality, Harvard
Ashish Jha of the Harvard researchers analyzed re
School of Public Health. cords from 1.5 million
He said broad equality patients in 183 Medicare
probably won’t be reached managed-care plans be
"by small tinkering with tween 1997 and 2003.
the system."
They found narrowed
Jha led one of the three racial gaps for mammo
studies
published
in grams and diabetics' eye
Thursday's New England exams, blood-sugar tests,
Journal of Medicine. The and testing and control of
studies offer some of the diabetics'
cholesterol.
first evidence that racial Gaps were also reduced for
disparities in health care prescribing beta-blocker
have narrowed, at least for heart drugs and cholesterol
some patients and treat testing after heart attacks.
ments.
The most dramatic
Since the l980s, many improvement came for
studies have documented beta blockers. By the end
racial gaps in the standards of the study, 93 percent of
of health care, blaming blacks met standards, com
economic, cultural and pared to 94 percent of
even biological differences whites _ an improvement
between races.
of 11 percentage points for
Blacks
have
less blacks.
access to better doctors,
Progress wasn’t appar
hospitals and health plans, ent everywhere, though.

Racial disparities widened
by 3 percent for both con
trol of diabetics' blood
sugar and heart patients'
cholesterol.
The other two studies, led
by Harvard and Emory
University in Atlanta,
show persistent disparities
in mostly expensive and
elaborate procedures like
some blood vessel repairs,
heart and back surgeries,
and joint replacements.
''The more invasive
the procedure was, the
more
difference
we
found," said Dr. Viola
Vaccarino, who led the
Emory study.
By contrast, with a
simple treatment like
aspirin, blacks and whites
were handled similarly.
The studies weren't
designed to pinpoint the
precise reasons for the
gaps or changes over time.
However, researchers said
more elaborate treatments
are . harder to improve
quickly because they
involve multiple steps and
resources. They may re
quire -coordination be
tween doctors, hospitals,
and pharmacies.
"Ordering a test is'...
relatively easy, compared
to controlling the level of
cholesterol," said Dr. Amal
Trivedi, lead researcher in
the- managed-care study.
"With cholesterol control,
it's quite costly to take reg
ular medicine."

Take Small Steps Now to Prevent
Type Two Diabetes

Alan Nelson, a retired
doctor who oversaw a congressionally
mandated
report in 2002 on racial
differences in care, agreed
that more expensive care
may be harder to upgrade
quickly. But he said he
believes that cost doesn't
drive doctors to handle
patients differently.
The
managed-care
study also suggests that
better medicine can close
racial gaps, doctors said.
The federal government
required Medicare man
aged-care plans to measure
and report more on their
performance starting in
1997, at the beginning of
the study.
State and federal offi
cials, as well as private
groups, have also made
new efforts in recent years
to track racial disparities,
boost awareness and focus
resources on helping to
improve care for minori
ties.: Some doctors said
treatment can be further
equalized with universal
insurance coverage and
medical improvements like
linking doctor and hospital
payments to performance.
"No one should fool
anyone that this is going to
happen
overnight
because the health system
is so complex," added Dr.
Georges Benjamin, direc
tor of the American Public
Health Association.

Taking a few small
steps today to move more
and eat healthier can
deliver big rewards - like
preventing or delaying
type 2 diabetes.
About 40 percent of
U.S. adults ages 40 to 74 or 41 million people currently have pre-dia
betes - a condition that
raises a person's risk of
developing type 2 dia
betes, heart disease, and
stroke. Most people don’t
know jthat their age,
weight, and ethnicity can
put them at high risk for
diabetes.
Studies show that
African Americans, His
panic- and Latino Am
ericans,
American
Indians,
and
Asian
Americans and Pacific
Islanders are dispropor
tionately affected by type
2 diabetes. People over
age 60 are also at high
risk' The National Di
abetes Education Program
(NDEP) responded to the
diabetes epidemic by
launching the first nation
al multicultural diabetes
prevention
campaign:
Small Steps. Big Rewards.
Prevent type 2 Diabetes.
The campaign includ'es
FREE tip sheets and
posters that empower peo
ple at high risk for dia
betes to make modest

lifestyle changes to lose a
small amount of weight:
• African Americans The More Than 50
Ways
to
Prevent
Diabetes tip sheet
include humorous, but
motivational tips with
themes like, "Less on
your plate, Nate", "Eat
a small meal, Lucille"
and "Dance it away,
Faye." to encourage
healthy eating and
increased physical act
ivity.
• Hispanic and Latinos —
The Prevengamos la
diabetes tipo 2. Paso a
Paso tip sheet encour
age Spanish-speaking
Americans to incorpo
rate tips like taking the
stairs, walking the dog,
or mowing the lawn to
prevent diabetes...step
by step.
• American Indians and
Alaska Natives—The
We Have the Power to
Prevent Diabetes tip
sheet
empower
American Indians and
Alaska Natives to pre
vent diabetes with
motivational tips and
advice from real people
in their community.
• Asian Americans and
Pacific Islanders — The
Two
Reasons
to
Prevent Diabetes: My
Future and Theirs tip

sheets are available in
Pacific Islander, or
15 Asian and Pacific
• gave birth to at least
Islander
languages.
one baby 9 pounds or
They encourage people
more or had gestational
to prevent diabetes so
diabetes while preg
that they can be around
nant.
to spend more time
• have been told that
with loved ones.
you have high blood
Older Adults - The
pressure or your blood
It’s Not Too Late to
pressure is 140/90 or
Prevent Diabetes. Take
higher.
Your First Step Today tips
• have been told that
sheet promotes the good
your cholesterol and
news is that it’s not too
other fat (lipid) levels
late to prevent type 2 dia
are high.
betes for people over age
• exercise less than
60.
three times a week.
The Diabetes Pre
If your health care
vention Program, a land provider has told you that
mark study sponsored by you have pre-diabetes or
the National Institutes of that you are at risk for
Health, showed that peo developing type 2 dia
ple with pre-diabetes low betes,
the
National
ered their risk of develop Diabetes
Education
ing type 2 diabetes by Program has free informa
more than half by losing 5 tion to help you prevent or
to 7 percent of their body delay the disease, includ
weight (that’s about 10 to ing the Small Steps. Big
15 pounds for a 200- Rewards. GAME PLAN
pound person!) by getting booklets and tip sheets in
30 minutes of physical English, Spanish and 15
activity five days a week Asian languages. Call 1and eating healthier.
800-438-5383 or visit the
You are at increased NDEP
website
at
risk for pre-diabetes if www.ndep.nih.goy
for
you:
your free copies.
• are over 45 and over
weight,
• are African American,
Hispanic and Latino
American, American
Indian, Alaska Native,
Asian American and

ENTERTAINMENT
D.L. Hughley Gets New
Late-Nignt Talk Show On
Comedy Central

"Weekends at the D.L." airs on Friday - Sunday
nights at 11:00 p.m. as he takes a comedic, topical look
on what's on people's minds - be it pop culture,
celebrities, current events or whatever everyone's
buzzing about. The show is executive produced by
D.L. Hughley and Emmy Award-winning producer
Robert Morton

New York , NY - Hang
out with D.L. every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday night
at 11:00 p.m. as he takes a
comedic, topical look on
what's on people's minds,
be it pop culture, celebri
ties, current events or
whatever everyone's buzz
ing about.
Add some great music,
celebrity guests and outra
geous, spontaneous con
versation and it's the per
fect place to kick back and

party every weekend night.
"Weekends at the D.L." is
executive produced by
D.L. Hughley and Emmy
Award-winning producer
Robert Morton ("Late
Show with David Letterman").
Shot in front of a stu
dio audience, "Weekends at
the D.L." is a hip new take
on the late-night talk show
format. Each night will
have a slightly different
tone: Friday will be a

The World’s Elite Inspectors

NACHi

f

PHD Home Inspections, Inc.

Eddie Jackson
National Association of Certified Home Inspectors
Phone (727) 424-6554

2567 Madrid Way So.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Fax (727) 866-6233
ejackson@fl.nachi.org

Nominees Announced for
Black Press All-Star Awards;
New Staff, Interns Added

weekend kick-off, Satur
day will be an upbeat party
and Sunday will be a wind
ing down of the weekend.
Veteran
comedian
Hughley brings a suave
sensibility and downtown
vibe to late-night with
stand-up, sketch segments
and conversation, provid
ing a comedic take on
what's happening in the
world at the moment.
Each show will feature
three guests from different
backgrounds with diverse
opinions who will join him
for a panel discussion as
well as unannounced
"drop-by" celebrities. A
house band provides the
tunes for each show, with
an occasional musical
guest.
Credits for "Weekends
at the D.L." include Robert
Morton, D.L. Hughley,
Michael Rotenberg and
Dave Becky as executive
producers
and
Zoe
Friedman and Dave Koga
as executives in charge of
production for COMEDY
CENTRAL.

Washington, DC
(BlackNews.com) - The long
awaited list of the "Best of
the Black Press" and
Hispanic media is finally
being released. It reads like
the Who's Who in minority
media,
"We're
excited
to
announce the list of the nom
inees for the lst Annual
Black Press All Star Awards,"
said DC Livers, managing
editor for , the Historical
Black Press Foundation.
■"Without a doubt this group
of dedicated media profes
sionals truly represent of the
Best of the Black Press and
Hispanic media."
Ebony and JET maga
zine publisher, the late John
H. Johnson, will be honored
with
the
Lifetime
Achievement Award. The
Chicago Defender will be
presented
with
the
Centennial Award plaque in
honor of their 100th anniver
sary and Robert L. Johnson
of BET will receive the
Legacy Award. A special trib

Before You Buy or Lease
Any Phone System
Call

Momentum Communications
For The Absolute Best Price/Service
• Consultation - System Design
• Replace or Update Equipment
• Service Contracts

l-8bb-WWW) ext 16 • Fax 813*977*5442
Ask for Ron
I

ute will be presented in honor
of Johnson and the late Ossie
Davis, who was; an avid sup
porter of the Black Press.
Three categories in the Black
and Hispanic divisions will
be left to the readers and con
ference attendees to pick. The
categories - Best Writer of
the Year, Photographer of the
Year and Best College
Publication - will be chosen
by readers who email or text
their vote (646-322-3047)
and the Photographer of the
Year. The winner of the
Photography division will
receive a high quality Kodak
digital camera and a free
lance photography contract
with the Historical Black
Press Foundation for six
months. Photographers must
submit three photo samples
via email (blackpressmagazine@yahoo.com) or
by US mail in to be entered
for the contest. The photo
graphs will be presented to
readers and conference atten
dees for voting.
The Historical Black

Press Foundation has also
appointed satellite radio vet
eran, Blanche Williams, to
the post of National
Broadcast
Coordinator.
Janessa Hoyte, media buyer
for one of the nation's largest
cable property, has been
named Editorial Coordinator
and Elaine Copeland, a
Venezuelan-born entrepre
neur will act as the AfroLatino Affairs Coordinator.
Kanette Woods, a student
publicist and member of the
National Association of
Black Female Executives in
Music & Entertainment will
work as an intern for the
event.
"From Podcasting to
streaming to electronic con
tent, our staff does it all. Their
knowledge, skill and dedica
tion to the future of journal
ism in general - but the Black
Press in particular - more
than make them the right per
son at the right time with the
right stuff to help us achieve
our mission."

News!!
For The People
By The People

The Weekly Challenger
printed for your reading
enjoyment

India-Arie
Featured in New
Documentary
About AIDS
By Nekesa Mumbi Moody
AP Music Writer, APonline
NEW YORK (AP) India.Arie is hoping viewers
will be moved to action after
watching VHl's upcoming
documentary, "Tracking the
Monster," in which she and
actress Ashley Judd visit sep
arate African countries grap
pling with the plight of AIDS.
"It's what the power of
this piece is, because I intel
lectually heard the numbers
and knew that Africa was
being devastated, but when
you see it, you only need to
see a portion of it and then
multiply it in your mind," the
singer told The Associated
Press after a private screening
of the film on Tuesday.
"Seeing it just made it much
more real."
While Judd visited the
island of Madagascar and
talked with women in prosti
tution about safe sex,
India-Arie went to povertystricken sections of Kenya
and met with people infected
with AIDS or the Hl V-vims
and comforted children
orphaned by the disease.
In one heartbreaking
scene, India.Arie asks a 14year-old girl if she could have
anything in the world, what
would she want. The girl, an
orphan, tells the singer she
wants to come home with her,
and bursts into tears.
"She was the same age as
my sister," the 29-year-old
said. "I was not only feeling

for her but also feeling that
there were millions of girls
like her. I can't take home a
million girls, I can't take
home one. What would I do
with a teenage daughter? ...
It's a profound conflict,
because I really could bring
her home but I couldn't"
The singer says she's
frustrated the continent hasn't
received more help in its fight
against AIDS: "It's not fair to
me. It's not fair that people
ignore AIDS in Africa
because it's Africa. It's not fair.
If it was Eastern Europe or the
lighter the ethnic group, I
think the more help they
would get"
The experience inspired
India.Arie to write songs
about her experience. Some
of them will be featured on
her new, dual-album project;
one album will be released in
the fall and another a few
months later.
India.Arie thinks the new
material may lead people to
criticize her for being too ide
alistic, but she doesn't care.
"I've given up the whole
fear of being called earnest
because I am earnest and my
music is earnest at times, and
that's O.K.," she said. The
songs that I've written about
Africa, and AIDS and HIV
and about the power of
humanitarian love, those
songs, I'm gonna sing them
because I know that it’s real."
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More photos from the Chihuly collection.

Every year, more people come to the same place for their family reunion.

Publix.

Family reunions are meant for catching up with uncles,
%
aunts, cousins and Big Mama, not for running all over town.

Especially when you can get everything at one place:
Publix. Where shopping is a pleasure.
IT'S

www.publix.com

BEEN

OUR

PLEASURE.

©2005 Publix Asset .Management Company

